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INTBODUCTIOB 
The Importance of Tr~nslation Todal 
The age through which we are living bas been called 
many things; it has been called the Haclear Age, the Age of 
Total Warfare, and the Age of the Cold War. It has also been 
called the Age of International Communication, and, more 
specifically, the age of translation. For, at no period in 
history has there been such a great activity in the field of 
translation as there is today. Tens of thousands of volumes 
are published in translation every year, scores of internatioaa 
conferences on all levels and devoted to every conceivable 
activity are held--and made possible only thanks to multi-
lingual interpretation. Hundreds of films are being dubbed 
the world over and their actors are thus made to speak to the 
audience of each country in ita own language. 
It was Wendell Wilkie who coined the phrase "One World." 
That this phrase has any validity left today, in an era of 
international conflict and tension is due, to a large extent, 
to the fact that, whether for peaceful or other purposes, 
international communication has become an established factor 
in the conduct of the world of today. Such communication would 
be inconceivable were it not for translation. 
Summit conferences of heads of state and of foreign 
ministers, diplomatic meetings, disarmament talks--all are 
1 
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held with the help of interpretation. Commercial or cultural 
delegations going abroad are assigned their own interpreters. 
The United Rations and the various organizations 
affiliated with it have all developed intricate syste .. of 
interpretation, without which their work could not be carried 
out. 
The scientists, in their various fields of activity, 
can no longer afford to work in isolation, and, although for 
military reasons part of their findings are not divulged to 
their colleagues in other countries, a great deal of material 
is being published. Even the Russians make public a con-
siderable part of their research, including space research. 
In spite of Cold War tensions, international endeavours such 
as the recent Geophysical Year have united scientists the 
world over in a common cause. International collaboration in 
the fields of medicine and agriculture is even more common. 
Such collaboration would not be possible were it not for the 
continuous translation of research papers of all kinds and tbe 
great nu•ber of international gatherings whose functioning is 
made possible by an efficient syatea of interpretation. 
Culture in its various manifestations ia no less 
dependent on translation than is science. With the exception 
of music and the plastic arts, all cultural intercourse 
between nations stands in need of translation. 
There is probably not a single country in the world 
today whose bookstores do not carry numerous volumes of 
translation, whose theaters do not feature translated plays, 
or whose cinemas carry only locally produced films. 
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The flow of news tor the press and for broadcasting is 
only made possible through the efforts of a legion of trans-
lators, those who work for the wire agencies and those whose 
function it is to monitor and translate broadcasts in many 
languages. 
It is in fact impossible to think of any field of 
human activity which is not in need of the translator's 
collaboration at some stage or other. The armed services 
employ them, both for purposes of intelligence and for 
liaison with allies or with conquered peoples. Banks and 
commercial houses conduct much of their business with the 
help of bilingual secretaries. Advertising agencies who wish 
to reach foreign markets do so with the help of translators. 
And, last but not least, the individual who ever increasingly 
ventures beyond the frontiers of his own country as a tourist, 
would be completely lost were it not for the services of the 
interpreter-guide, the interpreter-hotel-clerk or the 
interpreter-waiter. Admittedly, not all persons engaged in 
such incidental translation can be classified as translators 
or interpreters, nor are many of them qualified as such, but 
their renditions can nevertheless be considered, broadly 
speaking, as translations. 
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Not only has there been in recent years a spectacular 
growth in the volume of translation, but also in its range, 
i.e., in the number of languages from which and into which 
books, articles and plays are translated. Thus, for example, 
in the last twelve years the volume of translations published 
in book form has grown by almost 35~. The number of scien-
tific translations published during these years has increased 
seven and a half times, while that of literature has grown 
• three and a half times. 1 This development is due to another 
characteristic of the present age--the nationalistic tendency 
which results not only in the establishment of new nations 
but is often accompanied by the development of national 
languages, or rather, by turning existing idioms into written 
languages capable of serving as vehicles for any kind of 
written discourse. 
Many observers regard the continuous translation 
activity which is going on in the world of today as a sad 
waste of time and effort. TO these people the only possible 
solution lies in the introduction of an international 
language. Putting such conviction into practice has resulted 
in the invention of a score or so of artificial languages 
designed for international use. Esperanto, Interlingua and 
Vola PDk are among the better known of these efforts. The 
only such language which has achieved any significant success 
is Bsperanto, invented in the 1870's by Dr. Zamenboff, a 
1see Appendix. 
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Jewiah physician living in Poland. lat at present the 
diffusion of Bsperanto~ not to apeak of the other lanpaaea, 
does not warrant the belief tbat the need for tranalatiOD for 
purposes of interaational oa..uaicatiOD will diaappear in the 
foreseeable future. 
•tnallJ, there ia an additional reaaoa for the 
iJDpOrtaoce of traDSlation in tbe world of todaJ~ Tlae present 
era has produced a pbeaoaenoo wb:l.oh baa been practically 
unknown ever aiaoe the OODfiU•tB of Alexaader the Great--the 
.. noliDft!l •n of culture. Tbe learaed Jlollaa kDew Greek, 
as did all educated .en on the &aatern aborea of tbe 18diter-
ranean. Then, atartinc with tbe expanaion of laperial Rolle, 
and throuahout the Middle Aaea and uatil far into the laat 
century. Latin was a oo..on lani'Qap, kDOWD to anybody with a 
high acbool educa tioa or 1 ta equivalent. Tben aaain, w:l. tbout 
d:l.aplacinc Latin, P.rench too bee ... a world lan.-ace--tbe 
lanpaae of dlploaaor and of cal ture. Bncllab 1a a lao con-
sidered a world lanpaae, but here tbe aituatioo 1a different. 
It is considered aa such ODlJ by Yirtue of ita belna apoken in 
a nUBber of cauntriea which are both powerful and cnalturallJ 
importaot. lloweYer, lt baa not quite achleYed the .... 
atatua of a ~.inea f~nc!_, COIIIIOD to all MD of culture, aa 
bad l'reocb in the last three centuries and ~tin before tbat. 
Todar, tbe cltizena of tbe ID&llah apeakina countries, of 
hance, ltalJ aod the Biapanic ptOUp of COUDtl'iea, or, for 
that .. tter of Buaala and China, are by and large 
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monolingual. To determine the reasons for this phenomenon, 
whether it is a result of psychological inhibitions or of 
faulty language instruction, lies beyond the scope of the 
present paper. It is possible that, to a certain extent, the 
availability of translations is itself a contributing factor. 
In any case, the existence of the monolingual man of culture 
is one of the main reasons which make translation a necessary 
and vital part of international communication. 
Translation and the Communication Process 
In the following chapters an effort will be made to 
examine the process of translation first from its historical, 
then from its theoretical and practical aspects. Wherever 
communication between persons of different linguistic 
communities is involved, translation becomes an integral 
part of the communication process. While in unilingual 
communication there are only two communicating agents--the 
source and the destination, both of whom function as 
encoding-decoding units--translation involves the insertion 
of a third agent into the chain--a unit in which the encoding 
of the message takes place in a different language from that 
in which it is to be decoded. Assuming that the translator 
is perfectly bilingual, his encoding-decoding activity can be 
considered as not differing in principle from that which is 
carried out in any other link of a communication chain. Two 
very important characteristics, which are common to all 
7 
communication processes, can be distinguished in the trans-
lation process: 
(1) subjective performance: i.e., the equivalence between 
the encoded message and the decoded message is established b7 
means which depend ultimatel7 on the personal, subjective 
criteria of the individual concerned. 1 As a result his 
performance is incapable of being judged b7 an7 objective 
criteria, or rather, the existence of such criteria is 
excluded as a matter of definition. 
(2) loss of information: The insertion of a third link 
into the communication chain in itself increases b7 501 
the potential loss of information (assuming that the initial 
potential for a two-link chain is 1001). Loss of information 
is further caused b7 the fact that translation often resorts 
to terms which have a wider range of meaning that those of 
the original message, and which, as a result possess a 
greater potential frequenc7. As a result of this translation 
tends to increase redundancy, and might cause loss of 
information. 
The process of encoding-decoding which takes place in 
the translating unit does not differ in principle from an7 
other such process. Basicall7, an7 operation of this kind is 
a process of translation--of transfer from one code into 
another. The difference is only that in the case of 
1 Cf. infra, p. 48 of Quine's hypothetical analysis of 
translation. 
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translation additional problems are introduced by the language 
difference, which makes it .ore difficult to achieve 
equivalence of meaning between the messages set in the two 
codes. In the following pages the assumption that such trans-
ference is possible, provided that the translator is 
acquainted with both languages, will be examined from its 
various aspects. This assumption will henceforth be referred 
to as the as~umptioo of translatabilitl• Such an examination 
will, I hope, serve to clarify by implication some of the 
theoretical problems involved not only in the process of 
translation, but in the process of communication as such. 
Kature of Thesis 
The aim of this thesis is to describe some of the 
problems, both theoretical and practical, involved in trans-
lation. As the title indicates and as I have tried to point 
out above, I consider translation to be a variation of the 
communication process which merits attention due to its 
great practical importance and its central position in inter-
national communications. 
Although some of the aspects involved lend themselves 
to experimental research, the present paper limits itself to 
the description of the problem as a whole. The description, 
moreover, is not as comprehensive as I should like it to be. 
A comprehensive treatment of the subject of translation would 
require the joint efforts of a philosopher of language, a 
linguist, a psychologist, a logician and probably of an 
electronic engineer as well. This, to the best of my 
knowledge, is yet to be done. What I have tried to do is to 
indicate the importance of the subject, to stress its 
relevance for students of communication and to describe some 
of the ways in which it is practiced. 
A Review of the Literature 
9 
Considering the importance of translation, it is 
surprising bow little treatment the subject has been afforded 
to date. 
The only aspect of translation which has been 
extensively written about is that of literary translation, 
notably the translation of poetry. Numerous works have been 
devoted to the subdect ever since the end of the 18th century, 
when Alexander Fraser Tytler published his work on trans-
lation. lany published translations include introductions in 
which the translator explains his approach and his methods. 
Early examples of this are the introductions written to his 
translations from Greek and Latin by John Dryden. MUch of 
this material is however concerned with the particular 
problems involved in the translation from certain languages 
into others. 
The French translator Bdmond Cary, who in 1956 
published a short book on translation in the modern world 
claims that a comprehensive treatment of the subject does not 
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exist as yet. 1 According to him this is dUe to the fact that 
it is only in recent years that translation in all its uses 
has really come into its own. 
In 1959, Reuben A. Brower, of the Department of Com-
parative Literature at Harvard published a volume entitled On 
-
Translation, which includes two parts. The first, .. Trans-
lators on Translation," is devoted almost entirely to problems 
of literary translation. The second part, "Approaches to the 
Problem," is also devoted in part to literary translation but 
includes also more theoretical material as well as a chapter 
on machine translation. The volume also includes a critical 
bibliography of works on translation, which, however, omits 
a number of references. 
Major sources for the preparation of this thesis have 
been articles appearing in periodicals devoted to linguistics 
and related disciplines. The fact that I was not in a 
position to read the considerable material on the subdect 
which appeared in Soviet, Czechoslovakian and Polish publi-
cations, is no doubt a serious limitation. 
A most important source of information has been the 
publication Babel, International Journal of Translation, which 
is the multilingual organ of the International Federation of 
Translators (FIT), published in association with UIBSCO. This 
. 
journal includes not only valuable original material, but also 
1Bdmond Cary, La Traduction dans le Monda lloderne (Geneva, Libraire de I'Unlverslt~, tiorg 1.1., II~J, p. 7. 
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contains coaprebenaive biblioarapbiee as well aa abstracts of 
important articles. An index of all tbe tranalatioae which 
are publiahed tbrouahout tbe world. lades Tranalatiooua baa 
been published yearlJ since 1941 b7 VI'UCO. Tbe project was 
originallJ started in 1932 bJ the International Institute of 
Intellectual Cooperation of tbe S..apae of Katioaa, wblob 
continued the publlcattoa utll 1140. (It was diHODtlaued 
between 1140 and 1149.) 
Tbe subject of aechanical translation baa been written 
about extensively. A special journal devoted to the abject 
MT, baa been appearinc since 1854. It is edited and published 
-
at the Masaacbuaetta Institute of Tecbnolou. Also, nu .. roua 
articles on the nbject have appeared in various pbiloaopbical 
journals. A special volu• on aechanical translation, 
Machine Trana~atiOI! '!~ Lanl!alf!!• edited b7 Willi&• K. Locke 
and A. Donald Booth was published in 1955 b7 the TechnolOCJ 
Preas of lilT. 
• 
• 
• 
CJIAPT&R I 
TU HISTORICAL ASP&CT - 'l'lWiSLATlcat TBJlOUGB 'I'D AG&S 
The buaan race baa baeD faced with the problea of 
coamunication through tbe l&DIU&I8 barrier ever since inter-
course between people of different linguistic habits began. 
Tbe Biblical story about the Tower of Babel serves to indi-
cate man•s early preoccupation with the fact of tbe diversity 
of lauguacea. Speculation about which was the first lancuace 
spoken by •n bas long been a favorite subject, not only of 
folklore and legend, but even of serious philoloaiata, as late 
aa the last century. Modern linguists are no longer searching 
for an answer to tbis question, realising that such a quest 
would be even more futile than deter.iuiug the ezact place 
where .. n first lived oa this planet. 
It is likewise iapoaaible to date when oral interpre-
tation, fr011 one language to another, firat started. It ... t 
be as old as a1litary conqueats or trade. The Biblical story 
about Joseph and his brotbera aentions an interpreter who 
translated the conversation between the brothers. altbouah, 
obviously, Joseph did not need his services. 1 The Greek 
historian, Berodotoa, 4eacr1bes how be aet ae•bers of a 
special caste of interpreters on his vial t to &gypt. The 
provincial rulers of Elephantine Island in Southern Egypt 
1 Genesis, xlii, 23. 
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called theaaelves tRead of Interpreters' and their functions 
apparently included interpreting for the Pharaos in their 
military and diplomatic dealings with their neighbors to 
the south. 1 
The first known work of translation is the 8eptuagint--
the translation of the Old Testa .. nt from Hebrew into Greek. 
This translation was .. de in the third century B.C., in 
Alexandria. 2 Some Alexandrian Jewish writers, notably Philon, 
and also the early Alexandrian Church Fathers believed that 
the Greek philosophers, especially Plato, were indebted tor 
some of their ideas to the Old Testament. This would presup-
pose an earlier Greek translation, dating from approximately 
400 a.c. There is, however, no trace of such a translation 
and it is doubtful that it was ever •ade. 
The Septuagint translation was made during the reign 
of Ptole•y II, Philadelphus (285-246 B.C.). The reign of this 
king was a period of intensive cultural activity. The famous 
Alexandria Library, built by his predecessor, was greatly 
enlarged. Cultural delegations from as tar afield as India 
1Karl Thie•, "Die Geschichtlichen Baupt-Typen des 
Dolmetschens," Babel, International Journal of Translation, 
Yol. II, ICo. 1, ~11!6), pp. 55::el. 
2Alexandria was the capital of the Ptoleaaic Kingdom, 
founded by Ptolemy, one of the two successors of Alexander 
the Great, who divided his lapire between them. It was the 
greatest eenter of Hellenistic culture tor many centuries. 
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were received at his court. 1 
The Jewish community of Egypt was, in those days, the 
largest outside Palestine. Its language was Greek, and its 
philosophers made Alexandria the first meeting ground between 
Judaism and Hellenism. It was only natural that such a 
meeting of cultures should be accompanied by an activity in 
the field of translation. This phenomenon was to be repeated 
often throughout the ages. 
Historical tradition has it that the translation of the 
Septuagint was made at the command of Ptolemy 11. A 
description of the translating process is found in the 
so-called "Letter of Aristeas to His Brother Philocrates." 
There is some controversy as to the authenticity of this 
document, but the general outline of the story is more or 
less accepted as fact. 2 
According to Aristeas, the translation came about at 
the suggestion of the librarian of the Royal Library in 
Alexandria. Acting on his advice, Ptolemy II sent a dele-
gation to the High Priest in Jerusalem who then sent seventy 
(or seventy-two) elders to make the translation. They were 
conducted by the librarian to the island of Pharos (site of 
1aenry Barclay Swete, !D Introduction to the Old 
Testament in Greek (Cambridge: "l'he University Press, Revised 
ldltion, 1§14), p. 11. 
2c. A. IUses, The Septuagint Bible in the Translation 
of Charles Thomson as edited, revised and enlarged by c. I. 
MUses (Indian Rills, Colorado: The Falcon Wing Press, 1954), 
Introduction. 
the world's first lighthouse) where a special building was 
provided for their use. 
So they set to work comparing their several results and 
making them agree; and whatever they agreed upon was 
suitably copied • • • In this way the translation was 
completed in seventy two days, as if that period had 
been pre-arranged. 
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The same story is repeated by the Alexandrian writers 
Philon and Aristobulus, and also by Josephus in his 
"Antiquities of the Jews."2 Later, when repeated by the 
Fathers of the Alexandrian Church and by the Talmud, 3 an 
interesting though probably fictitious detail was added to 
the story. These versions have it that the seventy elders, 
working in separated cells, came up with results which were 
identical to the last detail. 
The Septua1int was the first of many Bible trans-
lations. To date the Bible has been translated into over 
1,100 languages and dialects and remains the most translated 
text in the world. 4 Most active in this field were the 
Christian Churches. In the second century A.D. the Bible was 
trapslated into Syriac; then the Latin version, the Vulgate 
was made by St. Jerome. On several occasions the translators 
1 Swete, OJ?· c~t., P• 11, quoted from "Aristeas Letter ... 
2Book xii. 
3Bab. Talmud, Megillah, 9a. 
"Eric 11. Korth, The Book of a ThC!usand Tone•• (New 
York: Harper and Bros.~ l§~SJ. 
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of tbe Bible actually invented new alphabets for the languagea 
into which they rendered the text of the Bible. Tbua, tbe 
Gothic alphabet was invented bJ Vlfilaa who. in tbe 4tb 
centur,r •de the Gothic tranalatioa of the Bible. At tbe 
same time Uearop and Sahak invented the Ar8enian alphabet 
wben they translated the Bible into tbat language. Tbe 
Cyrilian alplaabet was 1nveatecl in tbe tth century by Cyril 
and letbodiua who translated tbe Bible into llavonic. 1 
With the Reforaation o ... new Bible tranalations into 
verna011lar toapea, IIOtivated by a nn conception of both tbe 
Bible and the vernaoalu. Tla1aa Martin Luther tr&Dalatec:l tbe 
Bible into Oeraan and alao wrote one of the first explanation& 
of a •thod of translation in hie "Sendbl'ief v011 
Dolaeuchen. "a 
The 16th century also witnesaed ao.etbing else that 
waa new in the field of tranalatioa. In 1514 there appeared 
I 
the first poly1lot Bible ia print, the ~lillota de Alcala, 
publiahed in Spain by Cardinal Claaeroe. Oa every pap of 
this Bible the Bebrew original appeara aide bJ aide with the 
tulpte'a Latin text, tbe &eewyiJ.!t'a Greek text (with an 
interlinear translation ia Latta), and alao with an Ara8eic 
versioa which, in ita turD ia alao provided with an 
2 Cary, op. cit., P• 88. 
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interlinear translation into Latin. 1 
Translations were not, however, restricted only to the 
Bible. In 250 B.C. the Roman Titus Andronicus, produced the 
first translation of Bomer into Latin. Some hundred years 
later, in 146 B.C. the Roman Senate commissioned a translation 
of a work on agriculture written by the Carthagean Magon. 2 
With the coming of the Augustan Age of Rome the function of 
translation was somewhat changed. In this period trans-
lations were not made in order to make a foreign language text 
intelligible to those who had no acquaintance with the 
language concerned. For the cultured Romans of the time, who 
took a knowledge of Greek for granted, the value of trans-
lation lay in its providing a tool for the teaching of 
rhetoric and the perfection of st7le. The Roman rhetoricists 
believed that translation from a language of high culture 
into a language of low culture was necessary for the elevation 
and enrichment of the latter.3 
In his De Oratore, Cicero has Crassus say: 
By following this practice translating the oratories 
of the best Greek orators I gained this advantage that 
while I rendered into Latin what I bad read in Greek, 
I not only used the best words, and yet such as were 
1
"Version," Knciclopedia Universal llustrada- Vol. 
LXYIII (Bilbao, Bspasa:eilpe 8.1., 1§28). 
2 Cary, op. cit., P• 120. 
3Dona.ld Lemen Clark, llbetoric in Greco-Koman Bducation 
(Rew York: Columbia University Press, 1957), PP• 170-71. 
in common occurence, but also formed some words by 
imitation, which would be new ••• taking care how-
ever that they were appropriate.! 
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Quintilian, in his own work, De lnstitutione Oratoria, 
stresses that Cicero again and again recommended translation 
and even published translations of Plato and of Xenophon which 
he did as exercises. 
The object of such exercise--says Quintilian---is 
evident; for the Greek authors excel in copiousness 
of matter and have introduced a vast deal of it in 
their eloquence. In translating them we may use the 
very best words since all that we use will be our 
own. As to figure of speech ••• we may be under 
the necessity of thinking out a great number and 
variety of them, because the Roman tongue differs 
greatly from that of the Greeks 
Pliny the Younger finds additional reasons in favor 
of translation when he recommends its exercise to a friend: 
From the practice of this exercise you will acquire a 
propriety and brilliance of vocabulary, a wealth of 
figures, a vigor of statement. lloreove.r, from the 
imitation of the best writers you will learn their 
faculty of rhetorical invention. At the same time, 
what a reader might overlook cannot escape a trans-
lator. Thus you will gain both understanding and judge .. nt from translation.3 
The Roman poets of the period also made a point of 
translating the Greek poets, as did the playwrights. Thus we 
find that Virgil translated Bomer and Theocritus, Horace 
translated Pindar, Plautus translated Aristofanes and Terence 
1cicero, De Oratore, i, 155, quoted by Clark• op. cit., 
p. 170. 
2Quintilian, De Institutione Oratoria, xv, 2-3, quoted 
by Clark, OJ?• cit., p. 171. · 
3Pliny the Younger, Bpistulae. vii, 9, quoted by 
Clark, op. cit~, pp. 171-72. 
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translated Menander. 1 The influence of these works of trans-
lation on the poets and playwrights concerned is very evident. 
These Roman translators did however not strive, as do 
most translators, to make their presence as inconspicuous as 
possible. They practiced translation for their own benefit 
as an exercise, not to overcome a barrier of communication. 
However, their rules of translating are valuable, in view of 
their stylistically-oriented motivation. It is clear, more-
over, that the Romans appreciated the importance of trans-
lation and had no doubts as to the possibility of achieving 
valuable translations of valuable originals. It is important 
to keep this in mind in view of the cont~ in which trans-
lation came to be held in later days, in particular by men 
who prided themselves on their proficiency in the classical 
languages. 
Ever since the days of Cicero and Quintilian. trans-
lation has been held to be an important tool, not only for 
the polishing of style, bat also for the more elementary 
purposes of learning a foreign language. Generations upon 
generations of schoolboys mastered Latin and Greek through 
translation exercises. Bven today it is an important part of 
teaching foreign languages. 
The political conquests of Imperial Rome, followed as 
they were by the spreading of Latin, resulted in linguistic 
1"Traducci~n," BnciclOJ!edia Universal lluatrada, 
Vol. LXII,I. 
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unity throughout a great part of the then known world. This 
was an unprecedented phenomenon, for, alt~ough the conquests 
of Alexander the Great had also resulted in the spreading of 
Greek (the so-called Koine version of the language), this was 
by no means as universal or as widespread a process. In many 
countries conquered and colonized by, the Roman legions, Latin 
displaced the original idioms, but even in the countries 
where the original languages were preserved, considerable 
sections of the population knew, or at least understood, 
Latin. CUlturally, Latin reigned supreme and the native 
poets in the various provinces used it as their own 
language. There was, therefore, little need for translation. 
The rise of Christianity and its spread throughout the Roman 
Empire made necessary a translation of the Bible into Latin. 
This was undertaken by St. Jerome in the 4th century. His 
was a strictly functional enterprise, designed to overcome 
a real communication barrier. St. Jerome summarized his 
own approach to translation when he said: "Ron verbum verbum 
sed sensum exprimere sensum." 
With the exception of isolated translations of the 
Bible, 1 translation in Western Burope was at a standstill for 
many centuries to follow. Latin came to be more and more 
corrupted in daily usage, so-called VUlgar Latin, and 
eventually developed into a series of separate though related 
languages. But throughout the Middle Ages it was still kept 
1 Cf. suera, pp. 15-16. 
alive, in a more or less uniform manner, for the purpose of 
erudite writing. In this case a language, which had ceased 
to be a language of vulgar communication, remained the 
language of scholarship for generations and even centuries. 
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A similar position is maintained to this day by 
Sanskrit in India and by Classical Arabic, which unites the 
Moslem world, although the majority of IOslems do not speak 
Arabic, and spoken Arabic itself has come to be divided into 
a number of very different dialects. Hebrew, too, had such 
a position for two thousand years, until it was revived as a 
modern language. 
Latin, then·, remained th~ universal language of the 
clergy and of all learned men throughout Western Europe 
during the Middle Ages. This was made possible by the 
willingness of writers and speakers of the language either to 
borrow from other languages, or to construct within the 
framework of Latin itself all that was necessary for their 
purposes. This situation lasted until the coming of the 
Renaissance, when, for various reasons, Latinists decided to 
revert to the Classical pattern of the language. Ciceronian 
Latin, however, was no longer a functional language at this 
time. It is thus, through the efforts of the purists who 
wished to ref~rm it, that Latin came to lose the universal 
character which it had maintained for so many centuries. 
The gradual disappearance of Latin as a world language 
resulted in an increasing translation activity. Philosophers 
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and scientists, who up to this time were writing their works 
in Latin, gradually came to write in their own national 
languages. To be understood by their colleagues in other 
countries, these works now had to be translated into several 
languages. As to poetry, the same classicism that so 
adversely influenced the fate of Latin made for a considerable 
translating activity. For one thing, the knowledge of 
classical Greek was revived and its literature was first 
translated directly into Western European languages. 
While translation was almost at a standstill in 
Western Europe throughout the early Middle Ages, it was much 
practiced in the last. Teams of Syrians, installed at Bagdad 
translated the works of the Greek scientists and philosophers. 
In 834, for example, Ptolemy's work on Astronomy was trans-
lated into Arabic. 1 
These works, together with the original writings of 
Arab scientists and philosophers reached the Universities of 
Western Europe only when they were, in turn, translated from 
the Arabic into Latin. Thus, it was only by a devious 
process of double translation that Western Europe, where for 
centuries learning was dominated by the dictum "Graecum est, 
non legitur," came by the heritage of Greek culture. 
Much of this translation from the Arabic was 
accomplished in Spain, which bad become the meeting ground of 
European, Arabic and Jewish cultures. In the eleventh 
1cary, op. cit., p. 120. 
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century Raymond Lull, Archbishop of Toledo, founded the 
celebrated School of Translators of Toledo, where a systematic 
work of translation was undertaken by learned men who belonged 
to the three cultures. 
A number of literary works of Oriental origin also 
found their way into Western Burope by means of translations, 
which often also included considerable adaptation. One 
example of this is the legend of 'Barlaam and Josapbat,' 
which originated in India and bears a strong resemblance to 
the story of Prince Sidharta, the young Buddha. The Arabic 
version of this legend was translated into Latin in the 11th 
century, and from Latin into French in the 13th century. 
Another much translated work is tbe 'Boman d'Alexandre' 
which is thought to have been written in Byzantium in the 
second century A.D. A century later an abridged translation 
of it was rendered into Latin. The Latin version was in turn 
translated into French around 1100 and later into Bnglish and 
German. This work had very considerable influence on the 
development of Western poetry. lt was also translated into 
many Bastern languages in the 5th century, and later 
versions of it are to be found in Arabic, Syrian, Armenian, 
Ethiopian and Persian. 1 
Another Oriental text which reached Western Europe 
through a series of translations is the "Kalila W'Digna," a 
collection of fables and stories. Originally written in 
1~.' p. 71. 
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Sanskrit, it was translated into Persian and from that into 
Arabic, in the 8th century. The Arabic version, considered as 
one of the most elegant texts of Arabic literature, was trans-
lated into Spanish in the 13th century, at the orders of 
Alfonso X the Wise. A Hebrew translation of the same text, 
also made from the Arabic, was later translated into Latin. 1 
It was, however, only in the 16th century after the 
invention of printing that translation really becaae a major 
activity. Bible translations, translations of works of 
philosophy and science, and, most important of all, trans-
lations from Greek and Latin literatures into the various 
languages of Europe, became more and more nu~~~erous. In 
England, for example, the Elizabethan Age was ushered in by 
translations of Plutarch, Seneca and OVid, and also of the 
works of Montaigne from the French. 2 Shakespeare, for 
instance, came by the classical subject matter of many of his 
plays only through reading Plutarch and Ovid in translation. 
From this time onwards translation of literary, 
philosophical and scientific texts into the various languages 
of Europe becomes altogether too voluminous and diverse to 
follow in detail. As the West ca .. to learn more about Par 
Eastern cultures, their texts too were translated into 
1o. Julio Cejador y Franca, Riat~ria de la Len!;a l 
Literatura Castellana, Vol. I (Madrid, IIISJ, pp. 112~. 
211ark Yan Doren, "The Uses of.Tranalation," The Ration, 
Vol. CLXX (1950), p. 474. 
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Buropean languages. This process is still continuing. 
As the literary critic Mark Van Doren has pointed out: 
The literature of the world bas ezerted its power by 
being translated. The influence of great literature is 
universal, and in the course of things works through 
translation • • • translation • • • keeps us open to 
greatness wherever it may be, and it aay be anywhere, 
• • • Translation keeps literature going in the world. 1 
Rot only translation but oral interpretation as well 
developed greatly starting with the Renaissance. As bas been 
mentioned, interpreters, both diploaatic and military, were 
not unknown in the ancient world. Tbe prevalance of Latin 
did away for a nuaber of centuries with the need for 
interpretation in diplomacy and also for military purposes. 
Commercial intercourse between nations was not of great 
volume during the Middle Ages, and moreover, much of it was 
conducted by traders who dealt with their own compatriots in 
different countries. 
Diplomatic intercourse a.ong the countries of Europe 
was in no need for interpretation due to the fact that when 
Latin ceased to be used, French succeeded it aa a recognized 
diplomatic language. The situation was, however, different 
with regards to the Turkish Bapire in the Bast. Tbe repre-
sentatives of Venice and Russia in Constantinopolis were, it 
is true, instructed in the Turkish language. France, on the 
other band, resorted to interpreters from the time it sent 
its first ambassador to the Porte,2 in 1535. These 
1Ibid. 
2-Cary, op. cit., p. 137. 
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interpreters, called d~!f!!D!, 1 c ... to constitute a veritable 
corpe within tbe lreacb diplomatic and coasular services. 
The)' had their own ranka, each rank beiq aaaiped ita special 
functions and reqairing a different level of proficienor in 
tbe lancuace concerned. A bi& embaa&J would be aasiped as 
.. n, as sevea dr!J!!:D!. 2 
Tbe probl- of translation and the Mtboda involved 
are different for the different fielda in which translation 
and interpretatioa ia practic..S. Tbe proble• ot li terarr 
translation and thoae ot other, more pra-tic translation are 
to be treated in further detail in a later chapter. But 
first we shall exaaiae the problem of tranalatioa aad 
traaslatabilitr as auch. 
1rrom tbe Arable Tour4Je .. a. 
a.,.opan ," La qr&Dde &DclcloJ!!C!ie, Vol. XIV, 1892. 
CBAPI'BR II 
TBB TBBOUTICAL ASP.ICT - TBB PROBLEM OP TJWISLATABILITY 
Theoretical Treatment: A Historic Review 
In the preceding chapter we have tried to follow some 
of the developments which translation has undergone through-
out the ages. The theoretical aide, the very problem of 
translation, did not preoccupy the many learned men who had 
been exercising their faculties in the art of translation. 
As has been pointed out--attempts at word-by-word translation 
had been abandoned even by St. Jerome, who translated a holy 
text in which every word was considered of transcendental 
importance. His dictum: "Kon verbum verbum sed sensum 
exprimere sensum," came to be accepted by moat of the trans-
lators who came after him. The inherent difficulty of trans-
lation was realized even by such completely bilingual writers 
as the Jewish philosophers of Moslem Spain. Thus, for 
example, Maimonides, who wrote soae of his works in Arabic, 
others in Hebrew, clearly pointed out that he was unable to 
translate his own work from one language into the other. 
Linguistic theory, as enviSaged by mediaeval thinkers 
did not preclude the possibility of translation. At the 
University of Paris, which was the center of linguistic, or 
rather grammatical learning, the belief was commonly held 
that if a person should master one grammar, that of the 
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intellect, he would subsequently be able to know any language. 
This grammar, called also the "grammar of the mind .. 
(l!ammatica s~ulativa) was the chief concern of the Paris 
University grammarians. An attempt to describe it was made 
in the 13th century by one Thomas of Brfurt (about whom 
nothing further is known), who set out to show the operations 
necessary if any kind of communication is to take place. 1 
' In 1540 a french translator, Btienne Dolet, wrote a 
short treatise on the subject of translation "Trait' sur la 
Traduction."2 In it he states five requirements for good 
translation: 
(1) the translator must understand perfectly the meaning 
and the subject of his author 
(2) the translator must have perfect command of the 
language of the author whom he translates 
(3) the translator does not have to follow the text of 
his author word by word 
1aobert o. Godfrey, "The Language Theory of Thomas of 
Brfurt," Studies in Philologl, Vol. LVII, Bo. 1 (1960), 
pp. 22-29. 
Thomas of Brfurt distinguishes three points of view from 
which a word can be viewed: as vox, dictio and ea;s 
orationis. Vox describes the physical qualities o the sound 
produced. DIOrio refers to the first meaning or sign content 
which expresses a delimited reality, while R!rs orationis is 
the meaning form of this content. According to thomas of 
&rfurt the process by which vox becomes dictio is a mental 
process of"arbitrarily investtig a sound with special meaning. 
2The treatise is reprinted in full in Babel, Vol. I, 
Bo. 1 (1955), with an introduction by Bdmond eiry. 
Dolet was eventually burned at the stake for being too out-
spoken against the Church. Oae of the charges against him was 
that he wanted to change the diversity of languages which 
served God to punish mankind for trying to build the TOwer of 
Babel. 
(4) the translator should not use latinisms too often 
(5) the translator should observe the rules of style in 
his own language 
But Dolet •s treatment of the subject can not really 
be considered as theoretical, in the strict sense of the 
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word. It is only a set of "how to do it" I'Ules, which leaves 
the central problem, that of translatability, untouched. 
In the following centuries, as the art of translation 
came to be practiced more and JJOre, IIUCh was written on the 
subject, mainly by the poets and writers engaged in trans-
lation. These writings are concerned chiefly with the 
problems of literary translation, mostly in the area of 
poetry. One of the moat prolific writers on the subject was 
John Dryden, who outlined his approach to the problem in 
several of his introductions to his translations from 
classical literature. In 1790 Alexander Fraser Tytler 
published his Bssay on the Principles of Tr~nslation. 
Throughout the 19th century, the problem of how closely a 
translation should follow the original text reaained one of 
open controversy. The poet Robert Browning, for example, 
held that translation should follow the original even to the 
detriment of the style of the translation itself. 1 On the 
other hand, the translator of Omar lhayam, Bdward Fitzgerald 
1T. F. Bigham, "Greek Poetry in Translation," The 
OXford Book of Greek Verse in Translation (OXford: 'l'li'ir 
elarendon Press, 1944}, IntrOduction, Piit II. 
held that: 
At all costs a thing must live, with a transfusion 
of one's own, worse life if one can't retain the 
original's better. Better a live searrow than a 
st~ffed eagle.l (Bap&isls •lne:) · 
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The controversy as to which is preferable--the live 
sparrow or the dead eagle--has by no means been resolved.to 
date. Any translator who is serious in his endeavour states 
his position in relation to it in his introduction. The 
introductio~to translations from the aasterpieces of world 
literature which contain valuable .aterial on this subject 
are altogether too numerous to cite. Moreover, the consider-
ation of such material is not within the scope of the 
present thesis. The proble• of the translatability of a 
literary text is of the moat complex order, involving as it 
does much that is beyond the mere transfer of words from one 
language into another. However, even the possibility of 
translating the simplest of texts is by no means a generally 
accepted fact. 
The YaliditJ of the Assumption of Translatability 
In practice, all translation ts based on a tacit 
agreement as to the validity of the assumption of trans-
latability. This convention of tacit agreement, is however 
not sufficient proof of the validity of such an assumption. 
1s. Fitzgerald, Letters and Collected Works, Vol. 11, 
1859, p. 100. Quoted by llgfiam, ~·cit., p. lxvii. 
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A categorical answer to this proble• would require a complete 
examination of this assumption in relation to each and every 
one of the theories of knowledge and .. aning put forth by 
philosophers since the dawn of philosophy. The proble• of 
translatability is, in tact, but one of the facets of the 
central problem stated by the question: What is meaning? 
Such an exa•ination would however transcend the scope of the 
present thesis. M¥ purpose in the present chapter is to 
examine the problem only in relatioa to a few philosophical 
and linguistic th~iea--aoae of which challenge the 
assumption altogether, others which uphold it with certain 
qualifications, others still, which indicate a way of 
dispensing with it, without excluding the practical possi-
bility of translation. 
The Aesthetic Aeproach: Lanf!ale as Aesthetic Expression 
The development of comparative linguistics in the 19th 
century rudely shocked the belief in the existence of a 
universal grammar. ODe answer of philosophy to this was to 
subordinate the problem of linguistic expression, which, it 
seemed, could no longer hold its own as an independent and 
universal phenomenon, to the problem of aesthetic expresaion. 
This was the approach taken by the Italian philosopher 
Benedetto Croce. According to him, the variety of expressive 
forms, language among them, is irreducible, and each and any 
of them is incapable of reproduction. 
Bvery meaning is different from any other meaning, 
for nothing in this life repeats itself;·and to the 
continued variation of meaning there corresponds the 
irreducible variety of espreseive forma: the aesthetic 
syntheses of the impressions.l 
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Resulting from this is the impossibility of translatio~ 
For translation aims at the exchange of one impression for 
another. Unlike the pouring of a liquid from one container 
into another, of different for•, this cannot be accomplished. 
It is possible, says Croce, to set forth in a logical manner 
something which has been earlier stated in an aesthetic form, 
bUt it is impossible to say again, in a different aesthetic 
form that which had already bad an aesthetic form of its own. 
Therefore, every translation is either a waste, or a loss, or 
else it creates a new expression, which is the result of the 
original expression's being mixed with the personal 
impressions of the so-called translator. In the first case 
the so-called translation is deficien~, or, in other words, 
does not even merit being described by the term "expression." 
In the second case we do have expression, o~ rather, we have 
two different ones,wbich thus express two different meanings. 
The translator, says Croce, finds h1aaelf in the position of 
the proverbial lover who has to make his choice between 
"Brutte fideli o belle infideli" (ugl7 bat true or beautiful 
but untrue lovers). A translation which does not achieve 
proper aesthetic form of expression must therefore be 
1Benedetto Croce, Bstetica come lcienza dell'Bspres-
sione e LinCistica Oenerale (lirl: ails. fliferza and flgli, QUinta ldlz one llveduta, 1122), P• 76. 
considered only as a commentary on the original, or as an 
explanation of it. 
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Croce, in fact, denies not only the possibility of 
translation but the possibility of reproducing any aesthetic 
expression at all--be it a verbal expression or a complete 
work of art. All be admits is the possibility of approxi-
mation. Insofar as translation is concerned, the so-called 
good translation is achieved when the expressions of the 
original lead to the production of similar expressions in 
the translation. It thus has orisinal value as an independent 
work of art. 1 
Croce's critique is concerned mainly with literary 
translation. But his initial challenge of the possibility 
of translation, based on the irreducibility of expressive 
forms and the conoommitant irreducible variety of aeanings, 
can be maintained even in the case of non-literary translatio~ 
for, according to his philosophy, linguistic expression as 
such is an aesthetic function. As the German linguist and 
language philosopher Karl Vossler has pointed out, such a 
philosophy ultimately denies the very concept of a language 
community.2 
Croce's approach then, sees translation as impossible 
because it subjects linguistic expression, of any kind, to 
Ibid., p. 82 • 
.......... 
2xarl Vossler, The Spirit of Language in Civili~ation (London: Routledge and Iegan Piu1. L{d., 2nd reprinting, 
1951), P• 175. 
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aesthetic expression, which, according to Croce, is ever 
changing and excludes reproduction as a matter of definition. 
This theory, as Karl Vossler has shown, can be 
challenged even on aesthetic grounds. Translation, he points 
out, has become for some poets an aesthetic end itself. The 
very limitation of content challenges these poets to a 
supreme endeavour of expression through language. 1 
' The French poet, Paul Valery also considered the 
translator as an original artist who works within severer 
limits and for this reason composes in a purer medium than 
the original poet. The translator's contribution, according 
to Yal~ry. is in the inventions of form. In an essay 
written in 1941, on some 17th century translations from 
St. John of the Cross, by a certain Father Cyprian, Valery 
wrote: 
This translator • • . was accomplished in the fine art 
~f writing verse in the pure state ••• and by that I 
mean that ••• his share is limited to fashioning the 
form. • • • Be makes a kind of masterpiece by pro-
ducing poems whose substance is not his own and each 
word of which is prescribed by a given text.2 
Vossler holds that translation as such fulfills an 
important function in that it creates what he calls a 
"Synaesthetic bond" in spite of barriers of language. Bow-
ever, translation as an art rests, according to Vossler, on 
I -~·• PP• 177-78. 
2Quoted by Jackson Mathews, "Third Thoughts on Trans-
lating Poetry," On Translation edited by Reuben A. Brower (Cambridge, Mass.: lirvard University Press, 1959), 
pp. 74-75. 
the relation between outer and inner language form. The 
practical translator breaks the work and gives up the whole 
shell in order to gain only "the juice of sentiment." This 
in itself is a good craft and Vossler quotes no less an 
authority than Goethe in support: 
I honor both rhythms and rhyme, by which poetry really 
becomes poetry; but what is really deep and funda-
mentally active, truly educative and helpful is that 
which remains when a poet is translated into prose. 
Then there remains the pure and perfect content, which, 
when it is absent, a brilliant exterior may delude us 
into imagining as present, and, when it is there, may 
hide.l 
~he Principle of Lin~istic.Belativitt 
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Another approach which challenges the assumptioa of 
translatability is the one which holds that our very view of 
the universe is shaped by the language we are speaking. Such 
a theory conceives of language not merely as a set of symbols 
used to refer to a reality which exists outside of language, 
but maintains that reality as we see it, in other words, the 
referents the118elves, are shaped b)' language as we speak it. 
Thus, the way reality appears to us is ultimately determined 
by the linguistic system which we are using. 
Here, then, there is no denial of the language 
co1111111nity as such, as in Croce. Rot only does it exist bat 
it is conceived as being the prime factor in lbaping the 
individual's conception of reality. There is, however, a 
looethe, Dichtung und Wahrhei~, III, ii, quoted by 
Vossler, op. cit:, P• I80. 
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denial of a community of language in the universal sense, 
which implies a negation of the assumption of translatability. 
This theory of language was first formulated by the 
German anthropologist and linguist Wilhelm von Bumboldt, over 
a century ago. More recently it has been elaborated by the 
American, Benjamin Lee Whorf. Both men were led to this 
conclusion through their contact with languages altogether 
different from the traditional languages of culture--•on 
Humboldt through his studies of the Kawi language of Java, 
and Whorf through his studies of American Indian languages. 
However, they did not limit their theories to these languages 
alone but claimed for them universal validity. 
Thus, according to Whorf--
The background linguistic system (in other words, the 
grammar) of each languaae, is not merely a reproducing 
instruaent for voicing ideas but rather is itself the 
shaper of ideas, the program and guide for the indi-
vidual's mental activity, for his analysis of 
impressions; for his synthesis of his mental stock in 
trade.l 
This, Whort argues, introduces to our thinking a new 
principle of relativity, which holds that: 
all observers are not led by the same physical evidence 
to the saae picture of the universe~ unless their 
linguistic backgrounds are similar.~ 
"IBenj aain Lee Whorf.. "Science and Linguistics," The 
Technoltfl aeviewt Vol. XLII, lfo. 6 (April, 1940). Beprtii'£ed 
In: Co ected Pi;rs on lletalintiistics (Washington, D.C. : 
Depar£ment o! Ita~, rorelgn Se~ce Institute, 1952), P• 5. 
2 !!!!.· ' p. 11. 
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A theory of language stated in terms such as these, 
would apparently have to exclude any possibility of trans-
lation as a matter of definition. lOr, if our conception of 
reality, or of the referents which constitute it, is shaped 
by our linguistic system--how can teras shaped by different 
systems have equivalent, or interchangeable, meanings? 
In attempting to prove his hypothesis of linguistic 
relativity, however, Whorf hi .. elf has to rely on translation. 
The method of proof he employs is thus in direct contradiction 
to his hypothesis. Whorl's critics do in fact cite this as a 
major point against his hypothesis.1 Whorl's basic 
assumption that language affects non-linguistic behavior 
derives from an inspection of linguistic facts, an inspection 
carried out through the use of translation. 
Brie Lennenberg of MIT, who criticizes Whorf on this 
account, points out that: (1) the technique of translation 
employed by Whorf to demonstrate differences in languages is 
itself open to criticism on several grounds, (2) large 
differences in the linguistic handling of an event do not 
necessarily imply corresponding differences in the perception 
of that event. They aay, for example, be merely the result 
of metaphorical developments in the language of which the 
speakers are wholly unaware (e.g., words such as "breakfast," 
"everybody," "beforehand," "already" or "inside"), 
1:sric Lannen berg, "Cocni tion in Bthnol:l.nguistics, '' 
Language, Yol. lXIX, Bo. 4 (1953), PP• 463-71. 
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(3) linguistic and non-linguistic events must be described 
separately before they can be correlated. If their relation 
is not so proved, Whorf's principle of linguistic relativity 
becomes tautological, in that the only evidence for 
differences in "world view" turns out to be the linguistic 
differences themselves. 
Moreover, in my opinion, Wborf • s hypothesis can be 
challenged on another count as well. Wborf assumes that 
there exists a permanency of linguistic forms, inasmuch as 
their change, by definition, implies a change of the indi-
vidual's "mental activity" or "picture of the universe." The 
metaphorical use of language mentioned by Lennenberg is but 
one example of the fact that linguistic forms change their 
function. The German-born philosopher Brnst Cassirer, in 
his Philosophy of St!bolic FOrma and in Lan~age and ~th 
emphasizes that linguistic forws change their function with-
out however losing all of their earlier applications. Thus, 
the actual structure of a language cannot be taken as 
reflecting the actual structure of thought and of the culture. 
Lanf!age as Szmbol~c Form 
Ernst Cassirer, who proclaimed himself as an idealist 
philosopher, also was confronted with the problem of adjusting 
to the discoveries of modern comparative linguistics. But, 
in his attempt to reassert the autonomy of language as a 
universal form, he was, unlike Croce, not willing to regard 
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the problea of llncuiatic expr ... ion aa a .-bordlnate problea. 
C&aairer does DOt d8DJ YOD anaboldt '8 Yift tbat each 
particular laacuace baa a apeoitlc inner torm. Thlll, 
explain& CAaairer, •ant tor YOD au.boldt that--
• •• in the clloloe of ita deai-tlou it {lanauce) 
never &liiPlJ expreaa• tbe objeota pa'CeiYed la thea-
selves, but tbat thla choice waa •laeatlJ deteralaed 
bJ a whole aplrltllal attlt\ade, bJ tu orlentattoa ot 
aaa '• au'bjeetiYe vin ot objecta. For the word ia aot 
a copJ ot the object aa auob, IMt reflects the aoul •a 
1 .... of the obJeot.l 
In this aeue, coatilftlu caaairer. the words of 
different lanpaces caa never bJ' 8JDODJM--thelr •aniDc, 
strlctlJ apeakiac, can neyer 'be 8DCOIIP&II&ed bJ a at.ple 
definition which .. rel)' llata tbe o'b.,1ectlve obaraoterlatioa 
of the object dHlpated. There 1a alw&J& a apeolfic IIOde ot 
dealgnatiOD which expr ..... ltaelt in the &JDtbeaea and 
coordinatlou uaderl)'lac tbe toraatloa ot linauiatio concepts. 
\ TbWI, for eX&IIPle, .. ,. Ca•irer, it the aooa in Greek 
ia called the "•aaurer" <,.P.), in Latin the "all tteriac" 
(luu.~, luc-Da), we bave bere oae and the .. a. aeaaorr 
intuition ... igned to •err different notioaa ot aeaaiag aad 
aacte deteralnate bJ th•· It ao loaser aee• po~~alble to 
giYe a ceoeral aocouat of tbe W&J in which tbia apeoifJiDe ot 
1ntu1 tioa ia affected ia the different laaauac•, precleelJ 
1Brut caaalrer, Tbe Pbiloeo!tz ot ll!bollo ror •• 
'fol. 1. La•l!• Traaa. &Ip& &a&ira (lew-live•i! Yale 
Ua1Yera11j eaa. 1163), P• 384. 
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because we have to do with a highly complex cultural process, 
which varies with each special case. 
This, clearly is a definite challenge to our assumption 
of translatability. However, Cassirer biaself suggests a 
solution to the proble•. Verbal concepts, he points out, are 
formed by a teleological process--they are named after the 
function which is served by them. 
The aspects of being are distinguished and coordinated 
according to a .. asure supplied by action--hence they 
are guided, not by any "objective" similarity among 
things, but by their appearance through the medium of 
practiie, which relates them within a purposive 
nexus. 
However, concepts for.ulated in this fashion do not 
necessarily retain their original "sense, t• for 
If altered conditions of life, the changes that attend 
the advance of culture, have brought men into a new 
practical relation with their environment, the concepts 
inherent2in language do not retain their original 
"sense." 
The original sense of a verbal concept is therefore 
subject to change. Stach change 1s brought about by such 
external influences as the advance of culture. ODe form of 
such advance is, in my opinion, the exposure to other 
cultures, or cultural intercourse which, following Caaairer's 
line of reasoning can thus be said to induce a change in the 
"sense" of the verbal concept. Such a change, coming about 
1Ernst Cassirer, Lan~a1e and Mtth, trans. Susanne &. 
Langer (New York: Dover Pi lca'£lons, Inc., 1953), p. 39. 
2Ibid. 
-
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as a result of cultural interaction will have an intercultural 
direction; the verbal concepts of the two languages, no 
longer possessing their teleological signification, will now 
be more synonJmous that they could have been before. 
They will still not be absolutely synonymous. 
Inasmuch as verbal concepts, after undergoing a change in 
their sense, continue to carry a vestige of their former 
meaning, they will not be equivalent. This difference will 
cause great difficulty in the translation of poetry, for 
example. But their synonymy would still be sufficient for 
purposes of translation within the context of a common 
cultural background. 
If we were to re-examine Whorf's principle of 
linguistic relativity it would becoae apparent that it is 
valid onlJ with recard to the first teleological stage of 
language formation and only in a context of cultural 
isolation. 
But, in order to be able to follow this line of 
reasoning C&ssirer has to assume that culture as such, and 
language within it, has universal validity. Proving this 
assumption is, to Cassirer a lecitimate philosophical 
problem: 
Although philosophical analysis can never claim to 
grasp co~letely the special subjectivitJ that 
expresses itself in the different languages, still 
the universal subjectivity of language remains within 
the scope of its problems. Por while languages differ 
in their perspectives of the world, there is a 
perspectlYe of languace itself which distinchiahee 
it fro• the other cultural for ... l 
Por the solution of this problea cassirer eaploys the 
Kantian concept of Sob ... , which designates the area in which 
sensuous obserYation and intellectual categorizing--intuition 
and coocept--aeet. The concept is an abstraction fro~~ 
experience and continues to carry ita aenauoua ecgsbells with 
it. But, on the other hand, obllenration is not .. rely 
factual--form is present already in tbe .anner of experi-
encing. Lanpace poaaesaee a scheaa of this kind: words are 
senauoua i-gea (seen or beard) bat they are used with 
meaning and so they are e8ployed aa syabola. 
The buan mind, aocordins to C&aairer 1a a aiDd in 
need of &Jabole.2 Spbola, boweYer, are no aut.titute for 
taaaea, for while t.aaes are siven, apbola are -de. 
8yabols serve the baaan aind to claaaify tbe phenoaena of the 
world: Lanpap is ncb a BJIIbOlic fora; -.th:Lcal tbiakinc, 
art and his tOI'J are otbera. :IY&rJ cultural form :La a 
syabolic fora lookiDI in two directions: Qatward, at tbe 
world of experience and inward, at the workinc of the huaan 
3 
aind. 
P· 
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1
caaalrer, !b• Phi!~oel!z C!f l..l!bc!~:Lc .Pf!r•· Vol. 1, 
2Cbarlea Bendel, in caasirer's Pb:LloeophJ of 8Jabolic 
Poraa, Introduction, p. 50. 
3w. r. Leopold, "Review of Ernst Cass:Lrer•s The 
Philosophy of Spbolic For•," Lanl!!l•• Vol. XXXI (1956), 
PP• 73-84. 
In language our consciousness creates arbitrary 
signa--bat the force and effectiveness of these .. diating 
signs would remain a .,atery if they were not ultt.atelJ 
rooted in the original spiritual process which beloaaa to the 
very essence of conaciousneaa. 1 
If virtue of their aediating function, and in spite 
of the different arbitrarJ for.. the linguistic sica• asau .. 
in different languages, and also in spite of the aabigaitJ 
inherent in the linguistic aisn as auch,2 the possibility of 
reproduction of aeaning bJ .. ana of the linguistic sign is 
validated. 
lt~lus lf!Onl!J and the ADalitica~ !fr!thesea of traallat~ 
The Aaerican philosopher Willard Quine of Barvud, 
exa•ines the proble• of traaslation in his book Word aad 
' ' 
Object in the process of a general exa•ination of .. aaing. 
Ria eaa•inatioa is concerned .. ialy with radical translation, 
i.e., the possibility of translating a hitherto unknown 
lanpage. Be emplOJS this hypothetie:-.1 procedun in order to 
clarifJ the concept of aeaniaa. In the course of this 
exaaination Quine differentiates between several kinds of 
sentences which differ from each other in the degree of their 
laendel, loc. cit., P• 52. 
2whlch, according to C&ssirer is a virtue, for it 
correspoads to the a•blguitJ between intuition and concept. 
Cf. Leopold, op. ci~. 
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translatability:1 
Occasion sentences: A sentence is an occasion sentence 
for a aan if he can ao .. tiaes be cot to assent or dissent 
from it, bat can never be got to do so unless the asking 
is accoapanied by a prompting stimulation. 
lt~nding sentences: Standing sentences contrast with 
occasion sentences in that the subject aay repeat his old 
assent or dissent unprompted by current stimulation. if be 
should be asked again on later occasions. 
The affiraat:t.ve stimulus .. aning of an occasion 
sentence is, according to Quine, the class of all the stimu-
lations which would prompt a given speaker to assent to the 
sentence. Tbe ~e1ative stiaulus .. anini can be defined in 
the saae •nner, in ter• of dissent. 'l'be st1•1•• aeaninc 
of an occasion sentence can thus be defined as the ordered 
pair of ita affirmative and negative sti.alua aeanings. The 
two are mutually ezclus:l.ve, yet they do not deteraine each 
other, for the negative sti•lus •an1Dg of a sentence does 
not ordinarily coaprise all the sti .. latioas that would aot 
pro•pt the speaker to assent to it. 
The notioa of stimulus aeaaias, says Quine, isolates 
a sort of •'net eQirical i•port of each of various siaale 
seatences." Without further defiaiac .. aninc Qaiae points 
!willard y. Quine, "Meaaiac and Translation." Ora 
Translation, ed. aeuben A. Brower, PP• 1&0-173. (Th:t.ais 
a ao.ewfiit abridgeJ version of the chapter "Traaala t:l.en and 
.. an:t.ac" :t.n Quine's ~ord and Object. ) 
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out that the concept of sti.alus .. aning may be said to 
constitute "in some strained sense" a meaning concept for 
occasion sentences, in particular for such general teras as 
for instance "lted" or "Rabbit" (which are one-word occasion 
sentences). Things would however get to be more co•plicated 
in the case of a word like "Bachelor." The difference is in 
that "Rabbit" is an obaervatiOD sentence, i.e., an occasion 
sentence in which assent or dissent are prompted without 
collateral information, that is to say, without the aid of 
information which is not included in the prompting stimu-
lation itself. If, when we see a .. n we are in a position to 
say that he is a bachelor this obviously i•plies additional 
information on our part. 
Occasion sentences whose stimulus .. aninc vary none 
Qnder the influence of collateral intonation •7 • • • 
be called ot.enation sentences. And their stimulus 
•anings •l' wi theat fear of coatl'adiotiOD be said to 
do full justice to their .. aning.l 
Accordingly, an observation sentence can be said to 
possess intersubjective .. aning. Por, regardless of the 
different collateral inforaation two speakers micht have, the 
stimulus meaning of an observation sentence will still be the 
same, or rather deviate sicnificantly little for the two of 
them. 
However, the concept of sti.alus .. anina is valid not 
for obaenation sentences aloae, bat for all occasion 
lwillard Y. Quine, Word and Object (Caabridp, Milas.: 
The TechnolOCJ Press of the lisa. !ns£1fite of ~ecbnolocr 
and John Wiley and Ions, Inc., 1160), P• 42. 
sentences, without regard to their observability. Rather, 
says Quine, we may speak of degrees of observability, 
For even the stillulus meaning of "Bed" can be made to 
fluctuate a little fro. occasion to occasion by 
collateral inforaation. • • What we have is a gradu-
ation of observability fro• ODe extre•, at ... d" 01' 
above, to the other extre .. at "Bacllelor" or below .1 
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But stiaulus aeaniag bears little resemblance to what 
•ight be reasoaably called .. aning whea applied toDDD-obeer-
vational te.._ like "Bachelor." The traaslatioa of the 
Spanish "Soltero" as "Bachelor" cannot be predicated oa the 
identity of stimulus .eaainp between persons. Bor caa the 
synonymy of "Bachelor" and "Uaaarried Maa." Nevertheless, 
the stimulus meaniags of "Bachelor" and "UDaarried llaa" are 
ideatical for any one speaker. Although the coacept of 
stimulus .. aaing ia very re.ote fro• "true meaning" when 
applied to non-observational occasion sentences--synonymy can 
nevertheless be defined as the sa.eness of sti.ulus .. aaing, 
as loag aa we stick to one speaker. lloreover, continues 
Quine, we can even say that "Bachelor" and "Unmarried Maa" 
are syaon,.ous for the whole co..unity, ia the sense of their 
being synonymous for each of ita meabers. 
In this aanaer, bJ establishiag the coacept of sti.alus 
&l!ODt!J> i.e. , tb.e sa.eaess of sti•lu aeaning, Quine 
foregoes the need of definina aeanins, without, however, 
having to abandon the coacept of synony.y. 
Stimulus aynoaymy, or a ... aesa of stimulus .-aalag, ta 
a COOd s'taadard of SJDODJBIJ' for aon-obaenatioaal 
occasion seateaces as for oNenation sentena.s, as 
lone as we stick to one speaker, "Bachelor" and "Vn.;;. 
•rrled ... n" are stiMilUs apon7J10Us wt thout laaYiag the 
.... ..aulae ia any acceptably defined aease of 
"•aaial•" 'fei'J well; hftre ls a cue wh!re we a)' 
welco.e syaoay.y aad let the .. aaiac 10• 
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The concept of sti.alua syaoa,.y is valid ia a two-
language sltuatioa as well, provided that a biliaaaal apeaker 
la at baad. "Bachelor" aad "Soltero" will be stl•las 
ayaoa)'IIOUs to him. Taking him as a sa~~~tle we •J treat 
"Bachelor" and "Soltero" aa aynoa,.oua for the translation 
purposes of the two llaculstlc c...ua1t1ea which he repre-
seats. Whether or not be is a good sample can be deteralaed 
by obaervlnc hla fluenc)' of communication in both co..unltiea 
and by comparison with other b111agaals. 2 
However, aot all sentences are occasloa aentences. 
Tbere exists a gradation in the use of stlaulaa synoayay for 
purposes of traaslatioa. At one ead are the obaenatloa 
seateacea 
Wboae ••nlap, sttaalaa Maalap, eaerp abaolute and 
free of all residual verbal taint. Theoretical 
seatences ••• are at the othel" extl"eM. Por ncb 
sentences no blat of tbe stt.alator)' ooadttloas of 
asseat or dlsseat caa IJe dl"e.-d of tllat does aot 
laclude Yerbal stt.alatloa fro• wlthia the lansaace. 
Seatencea of this extre .. latter sort, and oftea 
senteaoes that llkewlae lle lateraedlate between tte 
two extreaea, lack llaautatioally neutral .. aalDI• 
1 Jbld., P• 46, 
-2Jb1d. I P• 47. 
-3caatae, "Meantac and Tradlatlon," On Traaslatlon, 
... '·' 
p. 171. 
! . 
ltt..al•• apoafiiJ, tlaea, .._ aot aaner all tile 
probl- of tranalattoa. 'fraaalatiGD, aooordtac to Qutae, 
ta oarrle4 Gilt. ..,. ..ua of wllat lle oallll -lltloal llU!~~­
t..e., the 0011jeet1anl 841'1att.OD of .. .-atecl ut.tenao• oa tile 
baata of alreadJ •t.abliallecl tr-latt.•• of o._....attoa 
aeateacea, wlalola an alao teated la .,.., bJ tbebt ooafontl tJ' 
to 1at.-bjeot1Ye 8J'DODJ1tl• of •-loa Mawao ... 1 
Aa&lJtloal hJ'POtll-. at -.t, •e deYio• ,......bf •• ws.ac 
oat aaaloct.• betw .. a -teaoea tbat baM Jlelded to trau-
latioa aDd .. awao• tbat II&Ye aot. &ad ao awu the WOI"klq 
11•lta of ti'&DIIlatioa. ft1aa •• ou apeak of latU'llaplatic 
&J'DOD.,.,. of ...._ aDd p......_ oalJ' wi tbla tile t_... of •-
particular &J8te• of u&lJtloal hJPOU.... A ,....lt ,_... 
tlala 1a tlae ~·~tenll!,~l .tl!f ... lat~oq. fte fWtllU' •• pt 
troa aeateaoea with Ylal-17 di..ot ooeditt. .. t.aa ~ aoa-Yerbal 
att.all--tbe lese tllU'e ia a buta tw ...,..s..ea, • of 11aJJDc 
what la a poet tnulat1oa &Dd nat l8 a bad oae.8 
The 1DdeteniaaoJ' of traulatt.GD u, acoordiaa to 
Qalae, att•ted to bJ tile faot tllat-
rlnl .,..taa of aaa1Jtica1 hJPOtlaeaea cu o•f•• to 
all apeeob dlapoeltl- wltllla each of the 1--
cGDcened &ad J8t dictate · • • • uttR1J' diapante 
traulatlou -- DOt ...,. •tal parapbna• 111Ut 
trualatl- eaob of wll:t.oll ..,..u IMt eao1uded ., the 
otlaer .,.,. of tr-1atioa.3 
11-id., P• 181. 
-1 Jbtd., •· 11a. 
-3ca-d.ae, Word aad Q~~t, P• 73 • 
ODe n&80D f• OIIJit fallve to reali- tbla ill -. 
aaa....,. t .. liq tbat the tne blll-1 .... 1,. ia iD a 
PMitl• to .ake uaiquelJ ...,..." oerrelatioDII of anteao• 
betwMD bia .two J.aa....-. ftia, Qaf.H poiDU .. t,l la 
-nlJ to aaJ tbat t.be ltllia-1 laaa Ilia on priYate -•tic 
oornlatiODa, bill on Mt of &aalJ'tioal laJPOtbea•· Aaotlaer 
ltlliqaal o•ld baYe a -tic OOI'NlatiOD iaoOIIpatl'ble witla 
tlaat of the firat bilialaal, witboat deYlatiaa troa Ill• ia 
bla ·~ dlepaeitioaa ia eltber laa,... •• ..aept la bla 
dla,..itloa to traaalate. 
Yalu• aad lil!lf~oatlO! 
lo far we laa•• dealt witb nri- plall•opbioal 
approaolaetl to tile pnbl• of tnulatabllltJ'--appnaolaM ia 
which the .,.._.1• la .... _.. or leu u part ot tbe -ral 
JWObl• of ........ fte 11-iatlo a,.._cJa itl aot ooaoerned 
with the probl• ot M&Diaa· ., ....... , tbe -IIPtloa of 
traoalataltllltJ la a buio teaet of 11-J.atio Mleaoe, &Del 
aot OD1J ia oa.paratiYe liaplatloa. fte .berlO&D llaplat, 
' 8dward Sapir. wri tee ln tlaia ooaaeotiOD 1 
Laa~UP la 80 CODatNCMd tllat DO .aoaer What &DJ 
apeakw of it •J d•lft to o-loate, DO •tter bow 
oriciul or bisane bia idea • lata f&Dc)', the laD..-
ls pnpared to do Jaia won ... will .......... to 
create aw ,_...or force apoa Ilia l&DIQ&P a ... 
•ieatatlOD-.... 1••• poor-· 1M la bauted bJ tlae 
,_.. fMliac ot aaotber laaaup aad la RbtlJ drlYn 
1 Ibid., p. 74. 
to the unconacious distortion of the one speech syatea 
on the analogy of the other. • • ~o pass fro• one 
language to another is psychologically parallel to 
passing fro. one aeo .. trical fraae of reference to 
another. The environing worl! which is referred to is 
the .... for either language. 
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Such formal co~leteneaa is characteristic of all 
languages--of Bakiao or Hottentot as well as of the languages 
of our 11'8& t cultures. l'oraal coapleteneaa should, however, 
not be confused with richness of the vocablalai'J. If the 
vocabulary of a certain lancuaae is not sufficiently rich, 
the aituation, aap lapir, can euily be helped by borrowing 
words fro. foreign sources, or by extendinc the .. aninc of 
existing words. The for• of the lancuace is not affected by 
these proceaaea. 
Such an abaolute belief in the possibility of trans-
lation bas led the linguist Zellig s. Barris of the University 
of Pennsylvania to defining the difference between two 
languages in teras of the nu•ber and content of tbe 
gra ... tical instractioaa needed to ceaerate the utterances of 
one language out of the utteraacea of the other. 
If A ia aoae large set of utterances in one laaauace and 
8 is a set in another lanauage, then the llat of chances 
that have to be aade in A in order to traaafora A into 
8 will be considered the difference 8-A, the list of 
changes that transfora B back into A is not siaply the 
1 reverse of 8-A, but aay be a different list, A-B. 
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Translation, Barria points oat, is complicated b7 the 
fact that the gra ... tical interrelation of morphe ... in each 
language is a aatter of subdivision of the sentence into 
constituents which will often differ in the two lanBUages; 
also the order of the .arphe .. s within each constituent will 
often be different for different lan~U&gea. However, it is 
possible to anal;,ze these differences ar .... tieally, and the 
resulting list of changes to be introduced will aake accurate 
translation possible. In fact, sa,. Barris, such a list can 
be put in the for. of routine instructions for aachine trans-
lation. 
The craaarian 'a approach is thus opposed to that of 
IIOCiern philosoph,.. One way of coordinating the two approaches 
within a unified SJ&te• of liniQistic thinking was suggested 
bJ the Swiss linguist l'erdinand de la-nre. As a linguist, 
de laussure did not coacera bi .. elf with the proble• of how 
the lincuistic sica becoaes the counterpart of a concept, but 
rather with the uses to which it is pat. In the process of 
doing ao be introduces a differentiation which is basic to 
his whole thinking. Language, says de Baussure, 2 is aade up 
1
zellig a. Barria, "Transfer Ora-r," International 
Journal of Americaa. Linpiatics, 'fol. IX, Jfo. '1, 1154 t'ft'ans-
!atlon lisue), PP• 251-210. • 
2Ferdinand de lausaure, Coarse in General Li;!;istics, 
eds., Charles lailly and Albert lec&e&aje, In coila atlon 
with Albert aeidlinger. 'l'rans. Wade -kin (lrew York: 
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of two constituents; la laal!e and la parole. In ter.a of 
la lanl!e the linguistic &liD has value, in ter .. of la 
parole it has signification. 
La lanl!e is a syatea of linguistic signa which 
•e•bers of the speech co.aanity utilize for the purpose of 
ccmaunication. It is the social aide of speech 
• • • outside the individual who caa never create aor 
aodify it by bi .. elf; it exists only by virtue of a so~t 
of contract signed by the .. abera of a co.-unity. More-
OYer, the individual ... t alwaye serve an apprenticeship 
in order to learn the tuactioakgoflaacaage.~ 
It is different fro. the actual instances of speech, 
the speech events by which the speakers avail the .. elves of 
the aystea, i.e., 1a parole. La la!f!e and la f&r!le are 
interdependent, the for.er is both the inatru .. at and the 
prodUct of the latter. But tbei~ interdependence does not 
prevent their being two absolutely distinct things. La lanl!e 
esista in each individual, yet it ia co..oa to all. It is a 
collective instruaent. La P!role oa the other hand consists 
of individUal co.binationa that depend on the will of the 
speaker and on the willful pbonational acta that are neces-
sary for the execution of th .. e coabiaations. La f!!Ole is 
Philosophical Library, 1951). 
DUe to the fact that the IDcliah tera lancaage is in thia 
case reserved for the tnnalatiOD of the French laDf!ale, the 
tera la ~Ge will have to be used in the follow lac pagu. 
Por t&e sa~ of uniforaity I will therefore alao use la ~ 
although this tera can be translated by the IDgliah tera 
"speech." The translator of de lausSll~e'a work into aaalish 
does not aake this diatinctioa he uses language for 
la laape. 
1 Ibid., P• 14. 
-
thus not a collective instru.ent; ita manifestations are 
individual and aomentar7. 1 
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The relevance of this distinction to the proble• of 
translation beco .. a apparent once we conalder the proble• of 
the aipifled concepts with it in •ind.2 
The linpistic alp, accord inc to de lausaure, 1a 
coiiJ)OIIed of two parts; the sound, 1. e. , aipifler (aipifi-
cant) and the aipified concept (siCDifie). The relation 
between aiplfier and sipified ia nor.allJ arbitrary. The 
aipified can he considered fro. the point of view of either 
la lanl!• or la !!role. It ia onl7 in the latter case, 
through the act of speaking, that the linpiatic sign can be 
said to have specific .. aning, or aipification. Within 
la l&nl!•• the syate• of signa, it has m&nJ potential 
meaninp; or rather, it poaaeaaea not •an1Dg but value 
(valeur). The value of the linguistic sign is deter.ined 
within and b.r the &J&te• of la lanl!e• It is deter•ined bJ 
the ayuonJ88 and near-ayuoa,.a for which it m&J be exchanged 
and which, within the &Jate•, li•lt its potential function. 
Yalues, then, are deter•lned bJ relationship& within each 
lancuace ayste•. It ia therefore theoreticallJ t.poaaible 
that two sips of two different languages should ever have 
1 Ibid., P• 19. 
-
2aobert A. Politzer, "A Brief Classification of the 
Lillita of TranalatabilitJ,n llodern Lanpace Journal, Yol. XL 
(1858), PP• 319-322. 
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the same value. They can only be put to the same specific 
uses, in speech, but their potential uses will never be the 
same. 
This point is explained by de laussure in the 
following exa•ple: 
Modern French mouton can have the same signification 
as Bnglish sheep, 6it not the same value, and this 
for several reasons, particularly because in speaking 
of a piece of meat ready to be served on the table, 
English uses mutton, not sheep. The difference in 
value between sheep and aouton is due to the fact 
that sheep has beside it a second term while the 
French word does not.l 
The value of a linguistic sign, in terms of the 
language syste• is not translatable. Its signification, or 
specific meaning, which is the particular realization of one 
of its many potential meanings in the act of speaking, can 
have a synonym in another language, in the sense that the 
linguistic sign is put to the same specific use in both 
cases. 
Quine's observation sentences, which have stimulus 
synonymy, can be synonymous in the sense of signification. 
Value, by definition, implies verbal stiaulation from within 
the language. Analytical hypotheses of translation are aade 
in terms of signification, or .. aning for the particular 
speaker who employs them. The indeter•inacy of translation 
which is based on such analytical hypotheses is the result 
of its not taking into account the value of the linguistic 
1de Saussure, Course of General Linguistics, p. 115. 
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sign, but only ita sigaitication. Or rather, the fallacy 
inherent in this procedure ot aakinc aigaitication stand tor 
value. 
CBAPrD III 
TIIB APPLIBD ABRCT (I): 'I'D ABBAS OP 'l'BABILA!'IC:. 
AliD t'BIIR PIOBLB. 
• 
Tbe Aa8U!ption of Tranalatabllit7 as Qualified in Practice 
In the preceding chapter we bave exa•ined the validity 
of the aa-ption of traulatabilit7. We bave seen that 
various theories resolve the .. tter in various w.,a, ranging 
fro. complete denial of the asau.ption to • .-alified 
validation. The translator, though b7 no means •nconcerned 
with the theoretical aspects of traulation, baa to accept 
the validitr of the aasuaptiOD of tranalatabilitJ or else 
chance his field of activitJ. Bia acceptance of lt is b7 
no Hau unqualified however. Jloat translators recognize 
that perfect equivalence between the oricinal and ita trans-
lation is probabl7 iapoaaible. Xevertheless, it is pointed 
out that in spite of the .. n7 difficulties it is a .. tter of 
tact that lnfor.ation can be ettectivel7 coaaunicated across 
language barriers. 
The Aaerican translator Joseph CAsagrande writes that 
the task of the translator 18 to decode a -••age presented 
in one code (A) and to encode that -••ace into a second code 
(B), so that the two •aaagea are equivalent, or, 110re 
accuratelr, ot approxi .. te equivalence. If there ls a loss 
of intor.ation in this process of switching codes it 8DSt be 
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reaeabered that .ach iaforaatiOD is lost even in the case of 
a aesaage which passes between meabera of the aaae speech 
community. Jut when the intentions of a speaker encoded ia 
a .. aaage language are co ... aaurate with the aiiDificance of 
the .. aaage to the hearer, when tranacoded iato the target 
language, we have functional equivalence. 1 
However, the achieving of aach functional equivalence 
does not constitute the onlJ ala of traaalation. Whether or 
not it is the aain purpose of a translation depends on the 
character of the original. USing the aia of the tranalatiOD 
as our criterion, we caa divide the whole field of trans-
lation into two aain sections: 
(1) aesthetic translation, i.e., the traaslatioa of poetry 
and other works of literature 
(2) pra ... tic traaslatioa, which iacludes the traaslatioa 
of scientific. diploaatio, juridical aad c0888rcial 
subject aatter, where the eaphasis is on coateat, aot 
OD fOI"II• 
Aesthetic Traaalation 
The translation of literary texts, and particularly of 
poetry, is no doubt the aoat difficult. 
Yoltaire, for exa•ple, thought that it was altogether 
impossible to reproduce the quality of poetry in translation: 
1Joaeph Casacrande, wrbe 8Dds of ~analation," later-
aatioaal Journal of .Aaericaa L1np1st1cs, Yol. U, Wo. 4 (11S4J, pp. !!5-41. 
Qu'on ae croie pas conaaitre lea p0etes par lea 
traductions; ce serai t vouloir 1apercevoir le color is d'un tableau dans une esta•pe. 
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Cervantes, on the other hand, thought that literary 
translation is possible. Be even claims to have hi .. elf 
translated Don Quizote fro. an Arabic .. nuacript. 2 Thus, 
Cervantes .. kes Don Quixote say, at one point, that trans-
lation is like the bacuide of a tapestry "un tapiz al 
rev-'s"•-the finer the quality of the tapestry, the aore does 
its backside rese•ble ita upper aide.3 
The Hebrew poet Bialik likened the reading of poetry 
in translation to "kissiDI one•s beloved through a veil." 
One method which is often used to test the success of 
a translation is translating back fro• it to the laasuace of 
the original. Obviously, such a .. thod would never reault in 
a reproduction of the original work in the case of poetry or 
a literary text. 
In addition to having to .-prOduce the contents of the 
source, the translator of poetry .. st also strive to repro-
duce its for. and ai• to evoke in the reader a reaction which 
would be as close as possible to that which is sti.alated by 
the original. To render a traaalatioa of this kind is 
~his is only ODe of nu•rous exaiiPles where an author 
pretends that an original work of his is a transla,ioa. A 
well known eza•ple is Blizabeth ~tt Browning's "loDDets 
froa the Portusueae." 
2Quoted in "'lraductlon," Larousse d1l De Biecle, Yol. 
'fl (1933). 
3Qaoted in "Traduccion," Bnciclol!!dia Universal 
llustrada, 'fol. LXIII· 
utre.el7 dlfflcral t, for a auaber of reuoas. 
Tile PIPObl- of Yalae. --Aa baa beeD abowa bJ de aaa~e, 
WOI"da la two laapa- caa aever be ~alae-apoar-•. Ia a 
llterarJ coateat warda are uaaall7 DOt .... wttb a alacle, 
clear-cut •aalDir, w alpltloa tloa la tar. of their 
detlaltloD la 1a f!!!le. Tbelr eatlre Yalae pla,a a role lD 
tbe aDderataadiDir of tbe coatext la wblcb tbef are aaed. AD 
eaUtple ot tbla 1a tbe JND, wlalola ta a plar ot weda wbere 
each word .._ to be aDderateod bf ita Yarloua a118lfloattoaa. 
Aa a r-lt paaa an aboltt allllolatelr utnaalatable. 
Aaotber exaaple 1a tbat ot lateatloaal ublpattr, wbtob ta 
coaatdered b7 .... 11terar7 crltloa aa tbe •err eaaeooe of 
poetrr. 1 Ia tbta oaae 'tile tnaalator 1a at a loaa evea to 
deter.lae wblob of the ... , B11Dlfloattoaa of tbe word 1D 
cau"tiOD be ta to reader la bla traaalattoa; to reproduce the 
ubliUitJ la altacetber l.,aaalble beca ... of tbe dtttereaoe 
iD tbe Yalae of th• word lD tbe two la•-••· 
beD lD ou• wblcb are Dot ao utre•, tlaere n-lDa 
tbe problea of ... octatiOD aad ot tbe ... ttoaal load wbtcb la 
carried b7 eaob won. ftaa, tor -ple the Sacltab word 
"a111t&rJ" caD be tra•lated 1Dto -laD OD17 b7 a ten 
wbtcb •au "warlike." "Milltarr preparatioaa .. tlnla becoM 
"Warlike prepantions. ,.l The difference in the eaotional 
quality of the two phrases is obvious. 2 
Another difficulty results fro• the fact that, as 
Cassirer has pointed out, the meaning, or rather the value 
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of a word is not deterained at one point in tiae never to 
change acain. Lancuace is constantly changinc, although, as 
de Saussure has stressed, this change is not the result of 
the individual~ intervention.3 CUltural changes neceaaarily 
influence the associative and emotional value of the word. In 
this sense it might be said that in readin& a test several 
centuries old, the discerning reader has to perform a trans-
lation of his own. Bven so, and even if he is able, tbrouch 
research, to fathom some of the associations which, wh~le 
obvious for the author and his conteJIPOraries, are no loncer 
meaningful to speakers of the lanauace today, he caa hardly 
achieve a complete understanding of the text. When a work 
of this kind is subject to translation into another language 
the problem becomes doubly involved. The translator in this 
case bas to reckon wi tb three separate sets of associations 1 
1 Politzer, loc. cit., P• 320. 
Zrbis point could be perhaps proven experi .. atally by 
means of testing, throalh the s..autic differeatial, a series 
of words in the origiaal version, for speakers of the source 
language, and in the translated versioa for •peakera of the 
translated language. Perhape a .. thod could also be devised 
for testing, not attitudes to words bat to whole phrases. 
3Tbe subject of laacuace cbaaginc, called trr de &au-
sure 'diachronic linguistics,• is extensively treated in his 
Coarse of General Lin~istica. loae critics point to a · 
certain amilgulfy lna*ireataeat of the respective roles of 
la lanl!e and la J!!rGle in effectiDC Chance ia the lanpaage • 
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that of tbe IIOU'Ce, that of tlae pN8eDt dar apeaken of tbe 
aource 1-p aDd tbat of tlae apeaken ot tlae traaalatioa 
laapaae. ID praotice •DJ' tnaalatol'll, ..,..M.lr th- no 
traaalate troa Gr.eek or ..,tiD, teDCI to aYoid tllia triple 
operattOD. 'riM n•lt of a1IOb ••olclaaoe ill a 'tr&Dalatloa 
wbich ta &rebate ta ita atrle aDd lta &1180Ciattoaa. Ia tbia 
caae, &DJ' att-.t to PJI'OYide tbe reader witla tile oppwttaaitJ 
of uperteaclq a reaotloD alJiilar to tbat which wu aperi-
eaced to tbe coate......., Nader of uae oriaiul, ia 
allallciODecl. Ia other WOI'da, tile reader will •1• the •• ., 
eapel'leace allied at .., tile aut~aor of tbe orlciul. llacla 
tr-lati- C&D DOt hope tO achieve are&t 8UOC- for, U 
_._D A. IINwer of Banard llu JMt it--
Tile •••- reader of a trualatloa ia BDaliala waata to 
fiDd tile klDd of experieaoe wbiob laaa beoo•• ldeatlfled 
with "poetry" 1D lala readlac of BDaliah llterann. 
The Prol»l• of ~ IDdef!!!!!at I!J!!!!!!!! of ..... --
de la-..e, u we baM aeea, olat. tlaat the OODDeotloa of 
the aipltied to tile atpifler la ,...1,. arbl tr&rJ. t1aa t 
wol'da, l.e. , alpaa at&Dd pr•r u 1 t were, for t1ae coacepta 
whlob theJ' repreHat. Tbla •1- baa biND oballenpd OD 
aeyeral ooaat.. ODo.atopoelc worda are bat ODe -.ple of 
an uaoctattoa between atptfled and alplfier wbioh doe. aot 
•ee• to be arbttrarr. Ia poeti'J' otlaer -oclatlODa are alao 
W.Uallt oat. BcNad iJiitattoa, aot aa a •tter of Uiaa 
~-· .&. Brower, "leYeD ....._ ... , .. OQ !Y&Dalatloa, 
p. 173. 
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oa-topoetlc worcta aleae, INt aa a oo.plea -- ot --
IIOCMI aad baserJ, la .,_., oftea •ect la poetrJ (e. lr• , la tile 
poe• of Sclpr Allaa Poe). 
Yarloua llter&I'J crltloa b&Ye apeat .aoh effort la 
ti'JiDa to claaalfJ the YU'loaa •aalap ._...,eel ltJ' dlftenat 
aoaada. BoweYer, tlaelr ooaclul•• oaa -llJ a.e orltlclzed 
aa Mlaa •nlJ n"'eotl••· Yet -, aetablJ tile uaoclatl• 
betwMa blab Yowela (e aDd l) aad tlala..Q81oll:, clear aad 
bl'lpt objects aad, apia, between low Yowela (o aDd •) aad 
cl-J, al•, dall aDd dull oltjeota, lla'le beea experl-
.. atallJ proyea. 1 
leceatlJ it 1au beea •-ted tlaat tlaen exlau -
aort of ulyeraal plaoaetlo .,.INtllaa. tlaia laJPOtlutaia 
.. latalaa tbat blatorioallJ .-related laa ...... e.pl., 
aaal•- plaoaetlo coatruta la werchl •- retereau differ 
la - qulitJ nola .. aiM or color. ft• tllla bJPOtlleala 
wu t•tect apert..atallJ it WI'Ded 08t tlaat •b3eottl were 
able to •tab pain of ablllar WOI'da of ballab ud -
uafulllar laa_ .. wltb a alpltlcaat d ..... of aoou.racr. 
fteJ were -ble to do auola .. ulat.aa wlaea coafroated wltb 
two laD-- niola were botla ••fulliu to tbell. 2 
la.' Wellek ud Autla Wanea, fteorr of W.teraaare 
<-n York I Jlaltoeart, llnoe ud co., ltU), 'p. 114. 
1J~~rt~ert .. ..._tela aDd ....... , Al:lon, .... JObollD-
,.latioa," .&aa•l .. view of Paplaol!ll• Yol. Zl (1 .. 0), 
P• Ill. · 
I 
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Tbe idea that a word is nothing more than a prosy for 
ita referent baa been violently discarded by certain poets 
and literary critics, notably those associated with the 
aussian Por•llst IIOYeMnt. This 110ve•nt had ita origins 
in Busala in the aecoad decade of the present century, and 
later was continued ia Pragae. 1 
Their objection to this idea was part of their general 
objection to the old dichoto117 of ••content ver8118 for•," which 
cuts a work of art into two halves: 
auperiapoaed purely external for.. 
a crude content and a 
I As lene Wellek and Austin 
warren point oat in their descriptioa of the theories of the 
IDssian J'oraalist 110v ... nt,2 the a88thetic effect of a work 
of art does not reside in what is ca..only ~alled ita 
content. Tbere are few works of art which are not ridiculous 
or MaDiDgleas in SJDOpais • 81at to distinpish between fOb 
as the factor aesthetically active and content as 
. 
aesthetically indifferent, is hardly possible. At first 
sight it see .. easy to do so. It we understand bJ content 
the ideas and eaotiona conv8Jed in a work of literature, the 
form would include all linguistic ele .. nta by which content 
is expressed. But on exa•ininc this distinction .ore closely, 
we see that content i•pliea so .. ele .. nts of ton. J'or 
eX&8Ple, the events told in a novel are part of the coatent, 
lyictor Brlich, "Tbe lltasaian Poraalist ..,ve .. nt," 
Partisan leview, Yol. XI, Ko. 3 (1913), pp. 282-288. 
lwellek and warren, op. cit., pp. 140-141. 
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while the way in which they are arranged into a "plot" is part 
of the form. Kven in language, coaaonly considered part of 
the form, it is necessary to distinguish between words in 
themselves, aeatheticalll indifferent and the .. nner in which 
individual words make up units of sound and .. aning, which is 
aesthetically effective. ~he toraa11ats thus discard the old 
distinction between form and content and introduce two new 
terms: 'materials' and 'structur ... • 'Materials' are the 
aesthetically indifferent elements including such things aa 
were formerly considered part of the content and others 
formerly considered toraal. 'Structure• is a concept 
including both content and for• insofar as they are organized 
for aesthetic purposes. 
llo•n Jakobaon, Professor of llavic Lanauacea at 
Harvard, who was one of the theoreticians of the Russian 
Poraalist movement, wrote in 1933: 
The distinctive feature of poetry lies in the tact that 
a word is perceived as a word and not .. rely a proxy 
tor the denoted object, or an outburst of eaaot1on, that 
words and their arrance .. nt, their .. aning, their out-
ward and inward tor• acquire weight and value of their 
own.l 
Another theoretician of the .ov ... nt, Ioria 
To•aahevaki, wrote in his fteorl of L1 tera ture that poetic 
language is defined as "one of the linguistic ayate•, where 
the caa.unicative function is relegated to the background and 
where verbal structures acquire autono.oaa value."2 
lQaoted by Krlich, loc. cit., P• 289. 
2Ibid. 
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According to this theor,, then, the problea of trans-
lation is to achieve a reproduction of the 'structure' of a 
work of art, which, involving as it does eleMnts which have 
to do with the particular characteristics of the source 
lan~age is especially difficult, if not impossible, to 
reproduce. 
However, even without discarding the traditional 
dichotomy of fora and content, as did the Bussian •oraaliste, 
there remains the iaportance in poetry of such formal elements 
as euphony, rbytb and meter. The traaslation of these 
elements, or the achieving of their ecuivalence, causes the 
translator great difficulty, and only too often be ia •uite 
unable to overcome it. 
Pr!f!!ti~ Translation 
Aa bas been pointed out above, pragmatic translation 
is any activity of translation which has as its aia the 
reproduction of a .. ssace as accurately and as efficiently as 
possible, with no undue eapb.aais on the •tter of fora. 
Bacene Bida, Bible translator and linguist, baa defined 
translation as follows: 
translating coosiata of producing in the receptor 
lanpage the closest natural equivalent of the Masage 
of the sogrce language, first in .. aning and secondly 
in style.l 
1:sucene A. llida, "Principles of Translation aa beiiJ)li-
fied bJ Bible translating," On Translation, P• 19. 
a.t evea while dienprdlDIJ fora, or rather, aot coo-
aiderlac lta nproctuott.oo aa ao 11Dpor'taDt aill, the traaalator 
of .,.._tlo truslatlODa ie •till ooatroated with a mmber 
of arave prObl ... 
CoaaotatlOD aDd Deaotatt.oa.--TIIe &IIIIOOlatlve l•d anted 
11J WOI"d• (whloll 18 part ot tutr val•• la ,_... ot 
la la!f!!), ottu ._.lloat• vaa•latlOD •••• wbea 1 t 18 
doae tor pnpatt.o eDdll. 
!be toll ... n ot tu IIObool of Geaenl IUaatt.ca 
latfttd110e tile t .... •ooaaotatl•' aDd 'de .. tatl•' t.a tbla 
ooaaeotloa. fte t•• •coaaotatloa' doe• t.a tact ol••lr 
.--.ble de _ __.. •• ten. of 'valu,• wlllle cleaotatloa 
1• tile • .,..._.,..., of '•lpt.flcatt.oa. • 
'1'be Geural -atlolata, ......,. ...... hrtller tbaa 
-NlJ •tatt.aa tile differeace betw ... tile two , ...... 
Parallel to Wbort • • llae of tlatalcba, tile acllaereata to tile 
tbeorJ of Geaenl a.-tioa &riH tbat f-- talceD bJ 
lu-p teatl la _, oaH• to .. ._ .... oertala patteraa ot 
tb•aht aod to d......_ ot~wra. IIDreOYer, tiM CODDotattoaa 
appearlaa la laa.-ap llave at leut u .soh part la ta 
laflueaotaa of thoaabt u do tbe deaotatt.oaa. 1 
U.ad Gleaa, a tru•lator aad dlaclple of Gellenl 
a.-ttca, at•• the toll•taa U&~~Pl• of tllta prooHttl fte 
I'NDOb word for tupa)'er 1a c•t.rt..,..ble; while tile JIDarllah 
. lid.;~ci oi.~; • .._.,.;· .itit~ttt .. ta latenattoaai 
C.•••teattoa," ~~ 4 aevtew of q.aeral a ... a\1011! Yol. XI, 
Wo. 3 (1814), P• 17 • 
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word 'taxpayer' evokes the image of man at a teller's window, 
the French word, according to him, evokes not an image but a 
thought--that all citizens must contribute to the welfare of 
the state. 1 
An additional complication is due to the fact that 
certain combinations of denotation present in one language 
are impossible in another language. Thus, for example, at a 
certain economic conference the Soviet delegation reacted very 
strongly to the wording of a certain proposal which included 
the term "expanding econo.,." This term was intended to 
convey the meaning of expansion both from within the economy 
and outward. However, according to Glenn, this phrase can 
only be translated into Russian by a phrase meaning 
"self-expanding economy," which, when applied to a capitalist 
economy can obviously not be endorsed by a Soviet delegate 
since it is contrary to Marxian theory.2 
To describe a situation of this kind Edmund Glenn 
suggests the term language differential in a bilingual 
situation, which he defines as--
the difference between the reactions of the speakers 
of the first language to what is said in their own 
language and the reactions of the speakers of the 
second language to what is said in their own 
language.3 
1 Ibid., p. 165 • 
............ 
2 ~., P• 166. 
3Bdmund Glenn, BTC, A Review of General Semantics -
Special Issue on Interpretailon and Intercultural COmmuni-
cation, Vol. XV, No. 2 (1957-58), Introduction, p. 87. 
These differences in connotation, moreover, grow in 
proportion to the distance between the two cultures whose 
languages are involved. 
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The Problea of Diversitl in Word Classes and in Grammatical 
Categories.--Different languages use different word classes to 
express certain ideas. That which in one language is 
described by a verb might be rendered by a noun in another 
language and si•ilar differences exist with regard to 
adjectives and adverbs. This difficulty increases when the 
two languages, the source and the target language, do not 
belong to the same language families (e.g., in case of trans-
lation from an lndo-JUropean language into an American Indian 
language). 
The proble• of graamatical categories is even more 
complicated. Eugene Nida lists the following situations 
which cause difficulties in translation: 
(1) Instances in which the source language lacks infor-
mation which is obligatory in the target language (e.g., in 
the Vlla-Alta dialect of Zapotec it is obligatory to 
distinguish between actions which occur for the first time 
with particular participants and those which are repetitious). 
(2) Instances in which information which is obligatory in 
the target language is obscure in the source language. 
(3) Instances in which inforaation which is obligatory in 
the target language is ambiguous in the source language. 
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(4) Instances in which information which must be made 
explicit in the target language is only implicit in the source 
language. 
(5) Instances in which information which is esplicit in the 
source language must be treated differently in the target 
language (e.g., in the case of translating from a language 
employing genders into a language such as Bnglish where all 
nouns are neuter). 1 
In the first four instances translation thus requires 
the supplying of additional information which, when the 
translator cannot supply on internal evidence of the text, 
he is forced to provide by guesswork. In the last instance 
there may be,on the contrary, an actual loss of information. 
Lin~istic Form and Se .. ntic Funetio~.--In addition to the 
problem caused by differences in grammatical categories, the 
translator is also faced by the difficulties which arise from 
a lack of forms having analogous semantic functions in the 
two languages concerned. 
Such situations might, according to Nida, be caused by 
the following reasons: 
(1) The non-existence of a term (and its corresponding 
referent) in the target language, but with an equivalent 
function being performed by another referent (e.g., in some 
languages there is no equivalent for snow, for such a 
1 Mida, op. cit., pp. 22-25. 
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phenomenon is outside the people's realm of experience--how-
ever the widely used equivalent used for "white as snow" is 
"white as the egret's feathers"). 
(2) The existence of the referent in the target language, 
but with a different function from what it has in the source 
language (e.g., in some languages "hard heart" is a SJ1Dbol, 
not of unkindness but of courage). 
(3) The non-existence of the referent in the target 
language and also of any other referent with a parallel 
function. In this case the desired information can only be 
conveyed through a commentary. 1 
Redundancy Resulting from the Use of Words with Wide Areas 
of Me&ninc.--If we should classify words according to their 
range of substitution we would soon discOYer a series of 
hierarchies, ranging from the most concrete "low level" 
vocabulary, i.e., words having the greatest specificity, 
to the most generic "high level" vocabulary, i.e., words 
having the greatest degree of generality. 
For one thing, so-called synonyms in two languages do 
not always have the same position in the hierarchy described 
above. Some words possess a high degree of generality in one 
language while they are very specific in others. This is but 
"" another aspect of the problem of value, and serves to prove 
de Saussure's assertion that no two words in two languages 
1 Ibid., pp. 29-30. 
-
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can be &Jnooyaous in ter .. or their value. 
Words with a wide ranee of generality cauee translation 
difficulties on yet aaotber count. Tbia is a result from a 
tendency on tbe part of trusla tozos to use such words • often 
called rrpoc~ tel"88," With creat freq\leDCy. Tbla, Wbile 
convenient for the translator, often causes loaa of infor-
m& tlon, for, as llapne Hida pointe oat : 
The wider the area of meaning of a word (in ter.a of 
the wider a .... nt of experleDCe cOYered b7 a tera), 
the greater is the likelihood of ita statistical 
frequency of occtarreace. Tbia • • • -&lUI that 1 t 
tends to bave a bieber predictability of occurrence 
and hence pea ter redundancr. fte greater the 
redund&DCJ, tlae leas the in for• tloa carried bJ the 
unit in questlou. ftla .. au tllat a traulation •de 
up pri.arily of words with wide areaa of meaning does 
not carry the load of infor.ation which ill often 
presumed. 1 
Translation of Scientific Teats 
Theodore Savory, an EDslisbaan wbo is both an eapert 
on language and a specialist OD spiden. olai• that--
Scientific prose • • • at.oat alone a.ooa all the 
different categories of prose can be translated into 
laDguag .. other thaD the laacaaa• ia which it was tint 
written, not merely aat1sfactor1ly but perfectly.2 
Tbe reasons for tlais, according to Savorr, are aa 
follows: 
(1) Tbe author of a scientific work rarely is confronted 
with the neeeaaity of choosina between alternative espreaaioaa 
1 Ibid., p. 27. 
-2Tbeodore Savor,., 
Deutsch, 1953), p. 
The Laaguap of Science (Londoa : 
n!. 
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Ideally, there should be no alternatives, for his terms are 
prescribed by the terminoloey of his field of study. 1 
(2) The scientist-author is never concerned with the sound 
of his prose. 2 
(3) Scientific words seem to have a property which inhibits 
the formation of associations and they are emotionally 
neutral. 3 
Had Savory chosen to employ Sauaaurian terminology, he 
might have said merely that in scientific prose words are 
used exclusively in terms of tbeir signification. Their 
interlingual synonymy is moreover warranted by the fact that 
they are employed within identical fraaes of reference, 
those of a well-defined field of science. 
To prove his point about the possibility of perfect 
translation of scientific texts, Savory includes a series of 
translations from English into French and vice versa, done 
by different tranalators. Be proves not only that it is 
impossible to distinguish between the original and a trans-
lation thereof, but also that two different translators can 
easily come up with almost identical versions. Moreover, 
he also shows that a translation back into English from the 
French translation of the Bnglish original can be almost 
1Ibid., P• 82 • 
............ 
2Ibid. 
3 Ibid., P• 90 • 
........... 
identical with the original. From these exaaples Savory 
concludes that scientific prose provides translators with 
"the nearest possible approach to perfection of their 
craft."1 
1 ~., P• 119. 
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CBAPl'D IV 
TUB APPLIBD ASPBCT (II): TBCIDfiQUBS 01' TJWfSLATIOB 
AND IlfTDPllBTATIOB 
The Difference Between Translation and lntereretation 
The term translation is used, in a general sense, to 
describe any activity which has as ita aim to reproduce what 
is expressed in one language in another language. It decodes 
a message in language A and encodes it in language B. 
Some languages, among them Bnglish, employ different 
terms for oral and written translation. For written trans-
lation, that is--the translation of a written text in 
writing--the term translation is preserved. Oral translation, 
that is--the oral rendering of a spoken message, is described 
by the term interpretation. A third form of translation 
which is used sometimes is the oral rendering in one language 
of a written text in another language. This kind of trans-
lation, which is sometimes referred to as 'translation at 
sight,' used to be much practiced for ritual purposes, in 
cases where the sacred text, not understood by the common 
people, was read out to them in their own idiom. One of the 
earliest references to translation found in the Bible is 
concerned with this kind of translation. When Bzra, soon 
after the return from Babylon, called an assembly of the 
people outside the walls of Jerusalem, he read to them from 
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the Bible translating each paragraph into Aramaic, which was 
1 the spoken language. 
Tranelation and interpretation are employed for 
different purposes and their subject matter, too, is usually 
different as a result, although this is not necessarily so. 
Also, the techniques employed are different and so is the end 
result. While the translator has at his disposal all the 
time be may need and is free to consult dictionaries and 
reference books, the element of spontaneity is of supreme 
importance in the case of interpretation. The interpreter's 
rendition can not, as a result, be expected to match the 
accuracy of the translator's version. 
While the subject matter of the translator ranges all 
the way from poetry and literature, through scientific 
material, to diplomatic, juridical and commercial documents, 
the interpreter, although not restricted to any special area, 
is in fact active only in the latter fields. His services 
are sought in situations where people speaking different 
languages confront each other either in individual meetings 
or within the framework of an international conference. In 
diplomatic meetings on the individual level interpreters are 
often used even where there is no real language barrier 
between the two parties. In such cases they are employed 
1Bzra, viii, i. This practice continued in the 
synagogues and it is believed that these oral translations 
into Aramaic formed the basis for the written translation 
of the Bible into Arameic. 
purely for the sake of decorum, their function being to 
establish the equal prestige of the languages used by the 
parties to the meeting. 1 
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The interpreter's function is vital in international 
conferences. In order to interpret the various speeches made 
at a conference it is not enough merely to know the two 
languages--that in which the speech is made and that into 
which it is to be translated. Tbe demands made on the inter-
preter are so exacting and require so much training that 
those who have mastered this technique have come to be con-
sidered as members of a special profesaion--the profession of 
conference interpreters. 
Historically, conference interpreting made ita 
appearance as a profession at the end of World War I, when 
French lost its prerogative of being the sole language of 
diplomatic negotiation& and international gatheringa started 
to use French and English concurrently. The first regular 
teams of interpreters were formed for the Paris Peace 
Conference. in 1919. In the years between the two world wars 
interpreters were required to work mostly in these two 
languages.2 After World War II, several more languages won 
similar status and thus, for example, the United Rations and 
its affiliated organizations provide interpretations of their 
lvossler, ~E· cit., pp. 176-77. 
2Jean Herbert, The Interpreter's Handbook (Geneva: 
Librare de l'Universit,, Georg and Cle. s.I., 1152), p. 2. 
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proceedings in five languages: English, French, Russian, 
Spanish and Chinese. 
Various Methods of Interpretation 
Conference interpretation can be either simultaneous 
or consecutive. Interpretation is teraed simultaneous when 
it is given simultaneously with the original speech. When it 
is given immediately after the speaker has completed his 
speech, or one part of it, it is called consecutive. 
Jean Herbert, of the School of Interpreters of the 
University of Geneva, who was the first chief interpreter at 
the United Nations, writes that simultaneous interpretation 
can be accomplished by three methods: 1 
(1) Whispering: when the interpreter whispers into the 
of one or two delegates what is being said by the speaker. 
(2) Telephonic simultaneous: when the interpreter, who 
generally himself listens to the original speech through 
earphones, speaks his interpretation into a microphone. 
ear 
(3) Translation at sight: when the interpreter is given 
a written text which he has never seen before and, either 
directly or through a microphone, "reads" it aloud at normal 
reading speed in a language other than the one in which it 
was written. 
Consecutive interpretation may be given either from 
the speaker's rostru• or from the floor or by telephone when 
1 Ibid., pp. 7-10 • 
........... 
18 
the sa .. speech bas to be translated into several laagaaces. 
Siaultaneoua interpretatioa ia expected to reader 
the whole of the original text. Consecutive interpretation, 
on the other band, often renders ODlJ a resume of the original 
speech. 
Siaultaneoua lnterpretation.--Jroa the point of view of 
the interpreter ai.altaneous interpretatioa 18 the .are 
difficult of tbe two and requires a great deal .ore training. 
At the School of Interpreters of the Vai veni tJ of 
Geneva, which ia the oldeat acbool specializiag ia the 
traiaing of iaterpreters, 1 the student firat baa to ... ter 
tranalatioa, tbea consecutive interpretation aad oalJ in the 
third aad last atace ao.a of the atudenu are trained in 
al•ltaaeoua interpretation. The creat difficultJ of this 
aetbod lies ia that the interpreter baa to perfon four 
operations at one ti .. : listening (to the speaker), trans-
lating, apeakinc and listeniq (to bi•elf while pronouncing 
the translation). While be is atill translating oae part of 
the aentence be alreadJ baa to liaten and .. ntallJ record 
the aext oae. 2 
1otber well-kDown lnetitutioae ln this field are The 
Institute of Laaauaces and Ltncaiatica at Georsetowa Uni-
veraitJ, Wubinstoa, .D.C., aad The School of Interpreters of 
the UniveraitJ of Maiaz, West. Gera&DJ'· 
" 
2Gerard llJ, L'Baaet~;e .. nt de l'laterpa-etation a 
1 • Bcole d 'Interpret.. de I' lveralfi ·ae Gineve (liaevi, ID&IJ, pp: s=xr. ·· 
• 
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Simultaneous interpretation has its origins in the 
early 1930's when, at a meeting of the International Chamber 
of Commerce in Washington, D.C. it was felt that much time 
was being wasted through the method of consecutive interpre-
tation then in use. The possibility was then suggested of 
interpreting the proceedings simultaneously by means of 
"whispering interpretation," a method which had already been 
used on occasion in eases where only one or two participants 
of a meeting ignored the language in which the proceedings 
were being held. On the basis of this, attempts were made 
to devise a method which would make it possible for the inter-
preter to "whisper" his translation to many listeners at once. 
For this purpose he was seated beside the speaker, inter-
preting into a highly sensitive "whispering" microphone. 
However, when it became necessary to provide multilingual 
simultaneous interpretation, this method was no longer 
adequate. The International Business Machines Corporation 
thereupon developed a system designed to cope with the 
problem of simultaneous interpretation in several languages. 
The method developed by IBM was first applied at the 
II 1 Nurenberg Trials. It is estimated that it helped shorten 
the trials by aboUt two years. 2 Later it was also used in 
1simultaneous interpretation at this trial was 
organized by Dr. Leon Dorset, Director of the Institute of 
Languages and Linguistics, Georgetown University. 
2united Rations, Department of Public Information, 
"Simultaneous Interpretation System" (Dittoed, May, 1957). 
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the Tokyo War Crimes Trial. Its success on these two 
occasions led to the decision to try it out in the United 
Nations. After a year of expert.entation in different bodies 
of the world organization, the General Assembly of the United 
Nations decided to adopt the system of siaultaneous inter-
pretation for regular use. 1 
At the United Rations there are five offiaal 
languages. Thus, while a speaker is delivering a speech in 
one of these languages his words are being interpreted at 
the same time into the other four languages. Bach of the 
main conference and council roo .. at the UN headquarters in 
Rew York,as well as in Oeneva,is equipped with mechanical 
apparatus to provide siaultaneous interpretation. Bach 
delegate is equipped with earphones and a selecting switch-
board which enables him to follow the debate in the language 
he understands best even when it is conducted in all five 
languages. 2 
Consecutive Interpretation.--consecutive interpretation 
requires an entirely different technique from that of 
simultaneous interpretation. While in both methods the 
memory of the interpreter is of great importance, he can not, 
in the case of consecutive interpretation, rely on it/sOlely. 
1Ibid. 
2when it becomes necessary to word a final decision, 
made up from original sections in one language and amendaents 
to it in several others, the UN resorts to the services of a 
special department which is in charge of terminology. 
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Be must develop a system of note-taking which will enable him 
to remember the original discourse while translating it 
when the speaker is done. This system of note-taking is not 
to be confused with stenographic notation. Stenographic 
notation would of necessity lead to a word-by-word trans-
lation while the interpreter is deciphering his shorthand 
notes. 1 
As a rule, every interpreter develops his own system 
of note-taking, but there are some general rules. Most 
important--the interpreter is trained to take his notes in 
the same manner regardless from the source language or the 
language into which he is to translate. Visual symbols, 
such as descending and ascending arrows (for decrease or 
increase), symbols loaned from mathematics, from Chinese, 
and a variety of short and abbreviated words from different 
languages constitute the chore of this system of notation. 
Also, causative and other relations between parts of 
sentences are expressed through writing a group of words 
over another, parentheses and similar devices. 2 The main 
purpose of such systems of notation is to enable the inter-
preter to commit to writing ideas rather than words. 
lntrepretation then differs from translation in the 
technique of reproducing what is said in one language in 
111g, op. cit., pp. 2-3. 
2Jean-Pran9ois Bozan, La Prise de Notes en Inter!ie-
tation Consecutive (Geneva: t£6ra{re de l'Universltl, org 
and ~ie, S.l., 1§59). 
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another language. Insofar as its subject matter is limited, 
it is limited for technical reasons. The only area of 
translation which excludes oral interpretation almost co•-
pletely, is that of literary translation. Technical and 
scientific material is often subject to interpretation in the 
course of scientific conferences. Diplomatic, juridical and 
commercial intercourse is equally subject to both translation 
and interpretation, depending on the form of the original 
message. 
Dubbing 
The translation of the dialogue in films is an area 
which has problems all of its own and cannot therefore be 
included in any other category. Such translation can be 
rendered either by means of subtitles or by dubbing, i.e., 
making an entirely new soundstrip in the language of the 
country where the film ia shown. 
Subtitling is obviously the cheaper method of the two, 
but it results in much abridged versions of the dialogue and 
also causes some discomfort to the viewers. As a result, 
dubbing is resorted to wherever the market is large enough to 
justify this expense. In IDglish-speaking countries the 
problem of translating fil .. is not of any great importance, 
but it is a serious problem in those countries which import 
a considerable part of the films shown on their screens and 
their televisions from abroad, notably from the United 
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States. In Italy and in Spain almost all foreign films are 
shown in dubbed versions, and so are a majority of those shown 
in France. 1 
Dubbing involves great difficulties of translation. 
The translator not only has to provide local equivalents for 
much of the cdBoquial and imdiomatic expressions of the 
original, but he also has to cope with the very difficult 
problem of synchronizing sound and image. His translation 
has to fit, both in length and in the required movements of 
the lips, the performance of the actors as projected on the 
screen. 
Mechanical Translation 
llechanical translation (MT) is an interdisciplinary 
endeavour par excellence. Warren Weaver points out that 
students of language and the structure of languages, 
••• logicians who prograa computers, electronic 
engineers who design and build them--and especially 
the rare individuals who share all of these talents 
and insights--are now engaged • • • (in this 
endeaYour). 2 
The very idea of mechanical translation is based on 
the assumption of translatability in its strictest sense--the 
assumption that a one-to-one correspondence exists between 
1 Cary, oe• cit., p. 106. 
2warren Weaver, "The Mew Tower, n Machine Translation 
of Lan!Hales, eds. William B. Locke and A. DOnald lOot&. 
(fi61l~e *]ointly by the Technology Press of MIT, John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., Hew York, and Chapman and Ball, Ltd., 
London, 1955), Foreword, p. vii. 
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the language of the original text and that of the translation. 
Two specialists in the field, William Locke and Donald Booth, 
point out that if this assumption is correct 
it is possible to envisage a purely mechanical process--
in the broad sense--which, if applied to the input text, 
will result in an output translation, and which, if 
reapplied to the trayslation, will reproduce the 
original input text. 
Historically, the idea that mechanical translation 
from one language into another might be feasible first arose 
in 1946 during discussions held between A. D. Booth and 
Warren Weaver on the possible applications of digital 
computers. At this stage the possibility of constructing 
a mechanical dictionary to aid human translators was 
envisaged. 
Two years later this idea was supple .. nted by the 
suggestion that, by following certain rules of procedure 
in the decomposition of words of the input tdxt "it would be 
possible to cause a purely auto.atic machine to add a set of 
grammatical notes to the bare dictionary stem renderings.u2 
Following a memorandum on the subject circulated by 
Warren Weaver in 1949, widespread interest in the possibili-
ties of MT was kindled, and active research was undertaken. 
In 1950 the idea of providing a pre-editor and a 
post-editor to work with the machine was suggested. However, 
1A. Donald Booth and William B. Locke, "Historical 
Introduction," ibid., p. 1 • 
........... 
2 Ibid., P• 3 • 
............ 
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the idea of pre-editing bas been subsequently abandoned. 
The first conference devoted to the subject of MT was 
held in 1952, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
The participants of this conference agreed that linguistic 
and computer techniques were sufficiently advanced to make 
possible studies of word frequencies and word translation· 
studies in relation to particular languages and fields of 
study. Also, it was agreed to start the operational analysts 
of syntax with a view to programming in terms of machine 
operations. 
The first practical demonstration of mechanical trans-
lation was held in 1954. The computer used was the IBM 701, 
general purpose computer, which was programmed, with the help 
of Dr. Leon Dorset of Georgetown University, to do trans-
lations into Bnglish of a number of Russian sentences, using 
a total vocabulary of 250 words. 
According to Booth and Locke, researchers in the field 
of MT concentrate their efforts to solve the following five 
problems: 
(1) The provision of ad~g!ate input-out~t facilities. 
At present adequate means are available for high-speed input 
of tapes to computers. The problem now is to achieve full 
automatization, i.e., a process whereby printed, handwritten 
or even spoken texts could be fed directly into the computer. 
(2) The development of realll 1ar1e and cheap storage 
units·to hold the "dictionarz" and "p:a~~~~&r." In the •cbbe 
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meaory words are stored not iD tbeir or111nal for. bat in 
coded patterns of electric or •aaetic ilapUlses, boles in 
tape, dark or lisht spots on filii, etc. AdeQuate aeaoa bave 
to be devised to .eke possible the storace of a sreat nuaber 
of words. Moreover, the atoraae baa to be eo constructed 
that one or 110re oatput worda would be associated with •ob 
input word, poei tion of a word or IJ'CNP of words. 
(3) The J!l"ep~tion Of ,nitable diotiOD&riM, J!!rbaf! 
sec:ialized as to field. At present, 1108t of tbe work in 
MT in tbe United States, is doae in translation from 
Russian into IDiliab. To use MT tor traaslation of texts 
in specific fields of research, special dictionaries of tbe 
relevant ter•inologies bave to be c~iled ao tbat they can 
be stored in tbe cOIIJ)Uter. llol'eover, if liT ia to be eaplOJ'8d 
tor other lupaps aa well, appropriate dictionariea ban to 
be aade for these too. 
(4) Tb~ cl~l!,lftcatit!D and an&lJala of. !nflectaal !Ddtne. 
Tbis bas to be done so aa to feed tbe "ll'&aa&tical" part of 
the storage un1t. 
(5) The ~~~iev~n~.o~ ~.tor. of ·~•!!ate OP!rational 
szntactic aaaleu. '11118 18 partical&rl)' difficult aince 1 t 
requiree linp1ata to adopt a wbollJ new point of view, eo 
that their anal)'Sla can be tranalated into a aeriea of .acbine 
operatlons. 1 
1 
ct. ··~·· p. &1. 
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While some experts argue that literary masterpieces 
can never be translated mechanically, Booth and Locke hold 
the view that even the translation of poetry might ultimately 
be possible: 
A machine with a sufficiently extensive storage organ 
would be able to construct rhymes and rhythms and to 
relate these to the.ldeas contained in tbe original 
text, provided only that the necessary additional cues 
to sound, syllable structure and stress were provided 
in the memory with suitable routines for processing 
them.l 
They also speculate that it might even be possible to 
envisage a machine with large enough storage to contain 
descriptive phrases relevant to what they call "the most 
standard literary situations." 
The act of •translation' would then consist of identi-
fying the ideas contained in the original text and 
expressing f6ese in terms of stored phrasea.2 
18ooth and Locke, loc. cit., p. 14. 
2Ibid. 
-
CIIAPTD V 
SUIDilRY AND COHCLUSIOIIS 
In the foregoing chapters the various problems of 
translation, both theoretical and practical, have been 
reviewed. It has been pointed out that while aesthetic 
translation offers the greatest difficulties of translation, 
no text, with the possible exception of scientific texts, is 
perfectly translatable. This conclusion would seem to be in 
contradiction to the fact that translation of all kinds, 
including aesthetic translation, is being constantly 
practiced, to an ever growing extent. This fact, however, 
proves only that the mediating function exercised by trans-
lation is indispensable in interlingaal communication. It 
does not have any bearing on the theoretical assumption of 
translatability. What we have here is, in fact, an inter-
esting situation where practice is divorced from theory, 
even to the point of contradiction. 
In a way even Croce, who categorically denied the 
assumption of translatability, was faced with the problem of 
accounting for the fact that translations, even of works of 
poetry, are being made and even made with success. His 
solution to the problem was to define a good translation as 
a different and new aesthetic expression. 
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However, the growing volume of translation, or even 
the hypothetical possibility of achieving, by chance, a 
perfect aesthetic translation, do not constitute a proof of 
the assumption of translatability. This, in a way, is not 
even sufficient empirical proof, for, ultimately, there is no 
way of judging objectively whether or not a successful trans-
lation bas been achieved. ODe can, in fact, never ask 
simply: Is this a good translation? All one can ask is, 
whether a translation achieves a certain purpose for a 
specific kind of person. Thus, while the translation of a 
scientific text can achieve its purpose even while it is 
deficient in style, the sa .. cannot be said for a literary 
text, or even for a translation of an article in the daily 
press. Or, to take another example, when an anthropologist 
translates legends and folklore of a certain tribe--his 
purpose is to convey every possible shade of meaning and 
association, and to this end he is often ready to forego not 
only stylistic niceties but even the very coherence of his 
own version. 
At the earlier stages in the development of mechanical 
translation, so .. researchers in the field believed that it 
would be sufficient, for purposes of scientific translation, 
to have the machine translate only the word roots, leaving 
the grammatical inflections in the original language. These 
word endings, they argued, could be easily learned and the 
time an effort gained by such a method would certainly 
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compensate the readers concerned for this inconvenience. 
A text consisting of word roots in one language and 
inflections in another could haedly satisfy a reader who is 
looking for the niceties of language and style, but it might 
still be very useful to the scientist concerned who is only 
interested in the contents of the text and in getting this 
as quickly as possible. 
A translation, then, bas to be judged within the 
broader context of its purpose and of the audience for which 
it is intended. In other words, it can only be judged by 
functional criteria. 
This, in a sense, is true of any form of communication, 
for the only means of finding out whether or not a message 
has been transferred from source to destination is judging 
by its effect on the recipient, as manifested in his 
reaction. 
But, as has been pointed out, communication by means of 
translation differs from other communication in that an 
additional decoding-encoding unit is inserted into the 
communication channel. Moreover, in this additional unit 
there takes p•ace a switching of codes; decoding is done in 
one code, i.e., one language, while encoding is done in a 
different code. Such a switching of codes might be likened 
to mechanical processes whereby, for example, sound is 
changed into electronic impulses. In this case the resulting 
loss or distortion of information might be described as due 
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to the "noise" of the communication channel. This might 
conceivably be the case with mechanical translation. However, 
insofar as the huaan translator is concerned, the switching 
of codes involved in the translation process is not purely 
mechanical. The translator's choice of equivalents is 
determined subjectively--or, to use Quine's term, by his own 
analytical hypotheses of translation. In this sense the 
translator's function can perhaps best be described by using 
the concept of gatekeeping. 1 
The translator is a gatekeeper not in the sense of 
saying "yes" or "no" to messages which come to him along the 
chain of communication. His function does not involve making 
choices as to what to pass on and what tosuppress. But 
nevertheless, it is his personal decision which determines 
the form in which the message encoded by him is to travel 
along the communication chain. His position becomes one of 
supreme importance in those cases where, in a situation of 
face-to-face communication, his services are required in both 
directions--i.e., translating, or rather, interpreting what 
A says to B and vice versa. In this case, controlling the 
feedback as well as the original message, he is actually in 
a position to affect the entire process of communication. 
Many international misunderstandings can be traced to just 
1wilbur Schramm, "The Gatekeeper: A Memorandum," 
llass CoiDIUnications. Bd. Wilbur Schramm (Urbana: University 
of flllnois"Press, 1960), pp. 175-77. 
such a situation where. through faulty translation, the 
parties concerned were unable to achieve communication. 
Throughout this paper the assumption has been made 
that the translator is concerned, in good faith with 
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achieving the best possible version of the original. This, in 
fact, is a basic ethical demand of his profession. However, 
the possibilities of intentional distortion, affected in the 
process of switching codes and thus subtly camouflaged, are 
very great, and are often aade use of in practice. The study 
of such. misuse of translation does not lie within the scope of 
the present paper, however. It should, be emphasized that 
distortions occur even in the ease of translations rendered in 
perfectly good faith. In this sense the propagators of an 
international language are probably right when they argue that 
no true international understanding is possible as long as 
communication has to take place across a barrier of language. 
Mechanical translation, eliminating the human agent 
together with his ingrained biases or subjective hypotheses 
of translation, might perhaps afford an alternative solution. 
But this would be the ease only when this method is developed 
beyond the stage where it is effective only in those areas 
where its very success depends on the use of univalent terms 
in a well-defined and narrow context. 
Short of an international language or a highly 
developed method of mechanical translation, the only 
practical solution to the problem of communication through 
the language barrier seems to lie in perfecting the art of 
translation, in spite of the serious theoretical problems 
involved. 
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Ruman translation being an individual activity, per-
formed according to the translator's own disposition to 
translate and his own set of analytical hypotheses, it is 
difficult to set down hard and fast rules about translation. 
There are, how$ver, soae general principles about which 
there is more or less general agreement among translators. 
Portasio Maymi, a graduate student at the University 
of Washington and himself a translator of many years experi-
ence, sent out questionnaires to a number of experienced 
translators in an effort to establish what principles of 
translation are most commonly accepted by members of the 
profession. 1 Be found significant agreement among the 
respondents on soae 30 principles of translation, moat 
important among which were the following: 
(1) The princiele of accuracl.--A translator should give 
an accurate transcript of the substance of the original. 
(2) The erinciple of adaptation.--A translation made 
impossible by the nature of the language or the subject 
should be accomplished by the process of adaptation. 
(3) The principle of comeleteness.--The translation should 
provide a complete transcription of the substance of the 
lPortasio llaymi, "General Concepts or Laws in Trans-
lation," Modern .Lani!age Journal, Vol. XL (1958), pp. 13-21. 
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original. 
(4) The princiele of grammatical variation.--Translation 
necessarily requires grammatical variations, involving parts 
of speech and syntactical structures, fro• the forms peculiar 
to the original language to other forms typical of the 
language of rendition. 
(5) The princiEl~ of idiomatic qualitl---A translation 
should follow the idiomatic patterns of the language into 
which the rendition is made. 
(6) The prin~iple of sty~e•--A translation should 
reproduce the style of the original as closely as permitted 
by the idiom of the language of rendition. 
A method often used in practice in order to eliminate 
distortions and misunderstandings resulting from faulty 
translation:; is the use of double or even triple translation, 
i.e., having the same text translated by two or more 
independent translators and then combining their versions. 
Such a method has been used, for example, in the course of 
international opinion surveys, where clear and unambiguous 
questions were of supreme importance. 1 
Another, rather intricate method of translation is 
that of multiple-stage translation, suggested by the American 
linguist c. F. Voegelin, for the purpose of translating•xts 
111ax Barioux, "Techniques Used in France," Public 
Opinion Quarterly, Vol. XII (1948), pp. 715-18. 
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from American-Indian languages. 1 This method is designed to 
improve translation by having the translator proceed in 
stages, eliminating a particular difficulty of semantics or 
syntax at each stage of translation. Thus, at one stage the 
translator copes only with semantic problems, while at a 
later stage he solves those of syntax, and so on. 
The systematic training of translators in methods and 
techn~ques of translation is possible in spite of the fact 
that translation depends ultimately on the individual's own 
manner of solving the problems of tranalation. 
Also, it must be realized that the translator, and 
the interpreter in particular, is not just a person who 
happens to have proficient knowledge of two languages. In 
recent years the professional standing of the translator has 
been strengthened by the formation of professional unions 
of translators in various countries, and also of an inter-
national federation of translators (FIT). These organizations 
are concerned not only with the economic aspects of the 
translator's trade and with the ethics of the profession, but 
also attempt to improve its standards of performance. 
Another indication of the professional status of 
translation is the fact that nowadays translation and inter-
pretation are being taught in institutions of higher learning. 
1c. F. Yoegelin, "lltlltiple Stage Translation," 
International Journal of American Linguistics, Vol. XX 
(115~), pp. 211-80.' 
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The first institution of this kind--the School of Interpreters 
of the University of Geneva, was established less than twenty 
years ago. Since then other schools have been founded, the 
most important of which are the Institute of Language and 
Linguistics at Georgetown University, Washington, D. c., and 
the School of Interpreters of the University of Mainz, 
Western Germany. 
This process of professionalization is in fact similar 
to what has been happening in other areas of mass communi-
cations. Similarly, it is the result of two interdependent 
factors: A growing realization of the need for improving the 
standards of performance, and a growing market deaand for 
the services of the translator. 
In the last twelve years, for esample, the volume of 
translations ~blished in book form has grown by 350$, and 
the number of countries in which translations are published 
has been doubled. In some fields the figures indicate an 
even greater rate of growth. Thus, translations of works 
in natural and esact sciences have increased by 9001 during 
this period, while works of applied science have increased 
by 7001 and the translation of works on law, social sciences 
and education has grown by 5001. 1 Published translations in 
these fields, moreover, constitute only a part of the total 
translation activity going on in the world. Most translations 
1see Appendis, Table 2. 
of scientific papers are never published in book form, but 
only circulated in various other methods among scientists. 
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In the mass aedia too, the need for translation is 
ever growing. Dubbing of films and foreign language radio 
broadcasts are outstanding examples of the use of translation 
in the mass media. Bundreds of films are dubbed yearly in 
Italy, France and Spain, and a considerable part of the 
television shows screened in Western Germany are dubbed 
versions of American shows. International broadcasting has 
come to be regarded as the principal tool by countries 
seeking to speak directly to each other. Hundreds of trans-
mitters pour out thousands of hours of programmes every week 
directed at every corner of the globe and broadcast in 
almost every language and in a great many dialects. 1 A con-
siderable part of these broadcasts consists of translated 
fare. The Voice of America, for example, broadcasts in 41 
languages, an average 128 hours a day. In 1956 the daily 
average of the u.s.s.a. exceeded 100 hours, and that of the 
United Kingdom was higher than 80. 2 For various reasons, 
partly of technical nature, international broadcasting con-
sists mainly of spoken program .. s, in the preparation of 
which the services of the translator are altogether 
1George A. Codding, Jr., Broadcastin( Without 
Barriers (UIBSCO, 1959), p. 59. 
2 Ibid., p. 60. 
-
indispensable. Translators are also employed for purposes 
of monitoring the broadcasts of the various broadcasting 
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stations. Thus, for exa•ple, the B8C has a monitoring 
service reporting foreign broadcasts throua~out the world in 
50 languages. 1 
The need for the services of the conference inter-
preter is also constantly growing as the number of inter-
national organizations increases and their meetings become 
more frequent. 
The professional training of the translator thus 
involves not only general techniques of translation and 
interpretation but also a great deal of specialization 
according to the various subject areas. 
The great increase in the volume of translation and 
the growing need for professional translators are recent 
developments. The theoretical aspects of the translation 
process have, so far, not been treated comprehensively and 
systematically. Nor has there been much research in this 
area. If this paper should, in any way, serve to e•phasize 
the need for such treat .. nt of the subject of translation, 
possibly within the wider framework of communication 
research, the writer would feel amply rewarded. 
1 Ibid., p. 63 • 
...........-
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APPaDIX 
STATISTICAL IMFORIATIOR OR TBI PUBLICATIOR OP TBAMSLATIOMS 
The following tables are based on Index Tranalationum! 
a yearly publication now compiled by UMBSCO, listing all the 
translations published in various countries each year. The 
material included in each volume lists, as a rule, the 
publications which have appeared two years before. Tbua, for 
example, Vol. XII (1961), lists the publications of 1959. Tbe 
Index only includes translations which have appeared in book 
form. 
Table 1, based on Vol. XII (1981) includes information 
arranged by subject matter and country of publication, on all 
the translations which have been published in 1959. 
Table 2, is based on Vola I-XII (1949-1961) of the 
Index Translationum. It is arranged by year (of publication 
of the index) and subject matter, and also includes a column 
showing the number of countries included in the Index each 
year. The purpose of this table is to demonstrate the growth 
in the volume of translation which has taken place in the 
last twelve years. 
Tables 3 and 4, are based on the pre-war editions of 
the Index Translationum, which were published by the Inter-
national Institute of Intellectual Cooperation of the League 
of lations. This publication appeared four ti.es yearly. 
1Index Translationum, Paris, UNBSCO. 
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Table 3, based on the July, 1939 edition of the Index, shows 
the total number of translations published in 14 c.ountries 
during the year 1938. Table 4, based on the very first 
number of the publication (July, 1932), includes information 
for the year 1932. 
In Tables 1 and 2, the subject aatter of the trans-
lations is divided into 10 categories, designated as follows: 
0 - General, bibliography or subjects not fitting other 
categories 
1 - Philosophy, including Psychology 
2 - Religion and Theology 
3 Law, Social Sciences and Education 
4 - Philology and Languages 
5 - Natural and Bxact Sciences 
6 - Applied Sciences 
7 - Arts, Games and Sports 
8 - Literature, including books for children 
9 - History, Geography and Biography 
The countries of publication are listed according to 
the alphabetical order of their names in French. 
TABLI 1 
TBAJISLATIO!IS PVBLISJIBD IB 1959 BY COUlfTBY .OD SUBJECT• 
Countrl 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 
Albania 
- - -
4 
- - - -
·41 
-
45 
Gerllllny 4 81 160 113 3 89 74 87 1280 177 2068 
Andorra 
-
3 18 3 
- -
1 2 - - 27 
Argentina 1 35 12 60 2 12 18 16 173 44 373 
Australia 
- -
6 
- - - - -
1 
-
7 
Austria 
-
1 13 
- -
3 5 
-
75 10 107 
Belgium 6 41 142 33 5 51 57 52 747. 114 1248 
Bolivia ' 
- - - - - - - - -
1 1 
Brazil 3 45 51 80 
-
37 38 5 175 67 501 
Bulgaria 1 20 10 130 
-
33 100 25 218 32 569 
Ca•roon 
- -
1 
- -
-. 
- - - -
1 
Canada 
-
1 16 2 
-
1 
- -
10 5 35 
Ceylon 
- -
4 6 1 10 3 1 39 14 78 
Chile 
-
1 3 6 
- - - -
28 7 45 
Rep. of China 1 6 12 22 
-
6 3 4 27 15 96 
Colombia 1 
- - - - - - - -
1 2 
Rep. of Korea 1 47 16 58 3 7 16 2 153 19 322 
Cuba 1 1 
- - - - - -
1 
-
3 
Denmark 4 13 30 7 
-
17 17 30 606 85 809 
Spain 
-
57 148 85 5 45 121 39 589 120 1209 
u.s.A. 4 56 207 75 4 83 67 85 346 186 1113 
Ethiopia 
- -
6 1 
- - - -
2 
-
9 
I' inland 4 10 45 8 
-
18 40 18 93 50 586 
Prance 5 86 140 57 
-
76 91 48 807 152 1462 
Ghana 
- - - - - - - - - -
0 
Greece 1 6 9 11 
-
2 8 6 41 22 106 
Guate•la 
- - -
1 
- - - - - -
1 
Baiti 
- -
1 
- - -
- - - -
1 
• 
.... 
Ulf.BSCO, 1961). 0 Index Tranalationum, Vol. XII (Paris: tn 
TABLB 1--continued 
= =c=n!ry ., ! 2 ! ;z; ! iJ 
' 
B § ifOta! 
Bun gary 
-
7 4 15 
-
10 18 4 292 23 373 
India 2 21 92 60 5 24 28 4 338 109 683 
Indonesia 1 2 7 9 
-
6 3 1 3 9 41 
Iran 
-
4 1 3 
-
2 6 1 42 18 77 
Ireland 
- -
12 
- - -
1 
-
1 5 19 
Iceland 
- 3 - 3 - 3 2 3 98 14 126 
Israel 5 17 43 106 5 23 23 43 287 103 655 
Italy 1 85 123 77 
-
49 87 53 603 143 1230 
Japan 
-
62 39 179 26 72 83 43 560 65 1129 
Liberia 
- -
4 
- - - - - - -
4 
Daeabourg 
- - - - - - - - -
1 1 
Jloroeco 
- - -
- - - - - -
1 1 
Mezico 
- -
7 5 
- - -
1 
-
6 19 
Ilona co 
-
2 
- - - - - -
2 
-
4 
Borway 
-
1 26 6 
-
5 15 4 492 62 611 
Kew Zealand 
- - - - - - - -
1 
-
1 
Wether lands 
-
49 90 33 1 37 32 41 820 124 1227 
Panau 
- -
1 
- - - - - -
1 2 
Peru 
- -
2 
- - - -
1 
- -
3 
Philippines 
- -
5 
- - - - - - -
5 
Poland 
-
19 34 110 
-
43 68 23 357 38 692 
Portugal 
-
27 66 10 
-
8 10 5 663 54 843 
u.A.a. 
Bgyp. Prov. 5 30 6 34 1 11 12 5 122 38 (264) 
Syr. " 1 2 - - - 1 1 - 1 2 (8) 
luania 5 6 6 109 
-
35 79 8 195 18 461 
United Kingdoa 2 16 126 35 2 50 46 75 276 122 752 
Boly Bee 
- -
1 
- - - - - - -
1 
SWeden 2 13 35 16 5 23 71 26 745 86 1022 
Switzerland 1 19 62 42 
-
11 32 52 269 79 567 
.... 
0 
-ol 
TABLE 1--Continued 
Country 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Czechoslovakia 
Ces. 
-
13 9 152 1 41 85 
Slov. 3 4 2 10 5 101 90 
Turkey 4 13 16 30 
-
14 41 
u.s.s.a. 16 90 54 876 2 318 726 
Union of South 
Africa 
- -
4 
- - - -Viet Jfam 
-
1 2 10 
- - -Yemen 
- - - - - - -Yugoslavia 2 22 13 162 2 29 80 
TOTAL 87 1038 1953 2916 78 1406 2279 
1 8 
49 527 
12 218 
12 238 
79 2763 
-
10 
-
44 
- -36 493 
1001 18.213 
9 
42 
29 
13 
328 
3 
1 
-
33 
2691 
Total 
(19) 
(534) 
381 
5254 
17 
59 
0 
352 
29.681 
.... 
0 
QO 
• 
TABLE 2 
Ta.l'AL TIWfSLATIONS PUBLISIIBD YBABLY 1949-1961 (BY SUB.TBCT) (a) 
Year(6J ium&ir of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 Total Countries 
Incl. 
1949 61 358 713 578 18 159 328 224 5,122 1014 8,570 26 
1950 57 494 660 1055 20 363 599 317 5,426 1023 10,014 32 
1951 80 610 801 2001 67 608 927 381 6,778 1263 13,516 34 
1952 110 639 1007 2123 39 807 1393 530 9,721 1665 17,884 44 
1953 63 731 1028 1831 44 689 1337 441 8,461 1520 16,130 49 
1954 81 783 1097 1886 40 709 1561 680 9,659 1643 18,139 47 
1956 100 768 1279 2415 41 748 1797 769 11,603 2156 21,676 48 
1957 83 762 1353 2576 56 1109 2463 960 12,420 2492 24,274 51 
1958 118 857 1329 3211 58 1170 2558 1004 14,692 2620 27,617 52 
1959 118 912 1421 2900 71 1241 2271 881 15,407 2730 27,978 65 
1960 84 953 1863 2579 88 1316 2354 1012 16,293 2671 29,213 64 
1961 81 1038 1953 2916 18 1406 2279 1001 16,213 2691 29,661 63 
<•>According to Index Translationua, Yo1. I-XII. 
(b)J(o Index apP.ared in the year 1955. 
..... 
0 
t$) 
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TABLB 3 
TIWISLATIOlfl PUBLISBBD IN 1938 (BY COUliTBY) * 
Germany 730 
Denmark 234 
u.s.A. 317 
France 782 
Britain 317 
Hungary 315 
Italy 763 
Norway 251 
Netherlands 557 
Poland 640 
Rumania 121 
Sweden 372 
Czechoslovakia 697 
u.s.s.a. 364 
TOTAL 6460 
• Index Tranalationum, No. 29, July, 1939 (Paris: Internati~ 
lns£ltu{e of Intellectual Cooperation). 
TABLE 4 
TBANILATIONS PUBLIBDD IN 1932 (BY COVliTRY) * 
Germany 103 
Spain 142 
u.s.A. 108 
France 224 
Britain 110 
Italy 228 
TOTAL 915 
•• 
• Index Tranalationum, Ko. 1, JUly, 1932 (Paris: Inter-
national lnstlfute of Intellectual Cooperation) • 
